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Letter From The Editors

DEAR READER
This issue of N ew World Outlook brings close up aspects of our church at
work in the United States. A special eight-page center section highlights
national mission work on U.S . shores. This work, characterized by caring, involves the efforts of people at all levels of United Methodism and
beyond . At the helm of mission work in the U.S.A. is General Board of
Global Ministries National Division . Be assured, in their work, no concerns go unnoticed . The work of the division is evident in rural as well as
urban areas. The work involves all age levels.
Another article in this issue will bring to the forefront a vital and often
under-recognized stewardship source provided by the National Division.
The Office of Finance and Field Service, in its 60th year, enables local
churches, annual conferences, districts and institutions related to The
United Methodist Church to stay and be in mission.
Still on the national scene, New World Outlook shares even more information on the Bishops' Initiative on Substance Abuse and how several
local churches in heavily drug-plagued Washington, DC are counteracting the drug mania sweeping the church communities.
Moving far away from the United States, missionaries Laura and Larry
Hills in Zambia tell about their rather unusual ministry-a somewhat
elaborate retail operation that is both mission and evangelism.
On the subject of mission and evangelism, James Logan, in the second
part of a Bible study on mission and evangelism, zooms in on evangelism-telling the Christian story.
Harry Haines emphasizes the mission aspect of providing food . His
article takes us to Japan to the Asian Rural Institute where students learn
advanced ways to produce food. They return home knowledgeable of
ways to better feed the hungr y.
More news from South Africa has come into our homes in recent weeks
than anyone believed would have come. While the news has been good,
the struggle to end apartheid is not even close to being accomplished. The
article, "Stand For Truth: Until South Africa Is Free" takes a personal look
at the need to continue the struggle.
As the mission study on Islam nears its close, New World Outlook offers
you one more exciting, provocative, insightful article by professor, theologian and author Harvey Cox. Our hope is that this study will result in
Christians and Muslims no longer being "scrapping siblings" but loving
children of one God .
One wonders if the members of the Academy Awards committee
picked up on the mission message in 1989 film, "Field of Dreams ." N ew
World Outlook contributing editor uncovers the film's mission message.
The N ew World Outlook staff wishes a blessed Easter to each and every
one of our readers . Our prayer is that all of us will continue to grow in
faith .
The Editors
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Christ Alive in a Real World M
EASTER MEDITATION:
by John Edward Nuessle

Horse says that it isn't how you
are made but rather how you
are loved. When you have been
loved for a long time you become real.
" It doesn ' t happen all at
once," said the Skin Horse .
"You become . It takes a long
time. That's why it doesn' t often happen to people who
break easily, or have sharp edges, or who ha ve to be carefully
kept. Generally, by the time you
are Real, most of your hair has
been loved off, and your eyes
drop out and you get loose in
the joints and very shabby. But
these things don' t matter at all,
because once you are Real you
can't be ugly, except to people
who don't understand. "
Being real means being vulnerable and open to the pain
and suffering of this real world.
It means not hiding in a cartoon-scene-of-a-life where everything works out for the best.
Being real means being alive,
now and forever.
Becoming real-what God really created us to be-is the essence of this Easter season and
our call to mission . Jesus really
died, and Jesus
really rose from
the dead. By
faith we
follow

"Do not be amazed; you seek
Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. He has risen .... " (Mark
16:6)
My six-year-old daughter categorizes all movies and television programs as either cartoons or real. She much prefers
the cartoons . If most adults
were honest I think we, too,
would prefer to escape reality
by being absorbed into a cartoon world where even if the
coyote never catches the road
runner, at least he is not hurt in
those dreadful falls from grace
(or the top of the mountain).
Being real is not what we always want to be. But then, what
is the alternative?
Margery Williams wrote a
children's story about becoming real, called The Velveteen
Rabbit (Doubleday & Company,
Inc.) . A stuffed, toy rabbit longs
to become real-alive and active
in this real world. He asks the
wise, old Skin Horse what it
means to be real. The Skin

where our Lord leads . We follow Jesus on mission for God in
thi s real world and in to the
next. Christians who dedicate
their lives to the way of Christ
often find that the price of real
love is "losing one's hair, becoming loose in the joints, and
looking pretty shabby" to everyone who doesn't undertand.
The sacrifice of Christ, the ugliness of the cross, turn into the
beauty of Easter for those who
follow Christ in mission .
Jesus became real through
the cross and resurrection;
there he became the visible witness of God loving the world.
By faith we are the inheritors of
thi s witnessing mission. The
church of Jesus Christ is called
to love and be loved in a problematic, but oh so real world.
Our work is not neat and clean,
our hair and clothes get a bit
worn , and our organization
may seem somewhat loose in
the joints. As we pick up the
cross and follow in the footsteps
of Christ Jesus, we are on our
way to becoming real-really
alive and living in this world
and the next.
Mission is messy-downright uncomfortable and painful, at times-just like the cross.
But mission is a beautiful reality, and the only kind of life that
ha s real meaning. Alleluia ,
Christ is Risen . . . really! D
john Edward Nuessle is coordinator of
consu ltative services in Mission Education at the General Board of Global
Ministeries .
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SPICB OF Lll'B. An ecumenical monthly
newsletter with a select circle of 600
subscribers seeks to meet the needs of mates
- husbands and wives of clergy, that is.
Called Spice ( a suggested plural for "spouse"),
the newsletter is edited by Laura Deming, a
part-time cellist with a Chicago opera company,
whose husband ( the Rev. Jack Stubbs ) is pastor
of Trinity United Methodist Church in Iron
Mountain, MI. Although such familiar problems
as the lack of privacy accorded parsonage
families and the vulnerability of clergy spouses
to congregational criticism are aired in the
pages of Spice, some little-recognized issues are
also raised-such as the difficulty a spouse has
worshiping in a church where his or her mate is
the pastor. Even though the Spice circulation is
small, it is remarkably geographically and
denominationally diverse, with readers in most
of the 50 states in the United States as well as in
Canada, Great Britain, Australia and New
Zealand. Readers include United Methodists,
Episcopalians, Mennonites, Presbyterians and
Baptists. A recent offshoot of the newsletter is a
150-page cook book written by and for clergy
spouses. It includes a section on potluck suppers
and the best foods to bring. Subscriptions to
Spice are $18 a year and the cook book sells for
$11 . Contact: SPICE, P.O. Box 127, Alpha, MI
49902.
BIGHT TO DIB B.ULIXG SOUGHT. Joyce and
Lester L. Cruzan, members of the
Carterville (MO) United Methodist Church,
h ave appealed to the United States Supreme
Court concerning their right to have the
feeding tube removed from their comatose
daughter, Raney Beth, age 32. Nancy, has
never regained consciousness since she was in
an auto accident nearly six years ago. Oral
arguments were heard by the Supreme Court on
December 6 , 1989, and a decision is expected by
late summer. A friend of the court brief has
been filed by the General Board of Church
and Society, affirming the Social Principles of
['he United Methodist Church, which assert ''the

right of every person to die in dignity, with
loving personal care without efforts t o prolong
terminal illness merely because the technology
is available to do so." Although Nancy Beth
Cruzan is able to breathe on her own, she gets
all her nutrition and fluids through a feeding
tube inserted into her stomach. The Missouri
State Supreme Court rejected an earlier appeal
from the Cruzans, citing a lack of "clear and
convihcing evidence" of the victim's own wish to
die. Suggesting that the Missouri court was
"more concerned with the pressure groups th at
persuaded the legislature to adopt a 'pro-life'
policy from conception on," ethics professor
John M. Swomley of the United Methodist St.
Paul School of Theology in Kansas City, MO
insisted, "The court is denying death's reality
and Nancy's personhood. These denials are evil.
The courts and the right-to-life movem ent
should not be using Nancy and her family as a
means to achieve their policy goals."

I

I
I .\

HISPANIC SUB.VEY PLARRBD. A 3 1-member

committee charged with developoing a plan
for Hispanic ministry is in the process of
gathering information and assessing
demographic trends through a series of
regional consultations in the United States and
Puerto Rico and also through a questionnaire
sent to 325 Hispanic congregations to elicit
views from the grassroots. "The United
Methodist Church is interested in reaching
the growing Hispanic population in this
country," said Bishop Blias Galvan. "The goal
of our committee ... is to find means to
accomplish this purpose." Since 1980, the
Hispanic population in the United States has
grown five times as fast as the rest of the
nation. There are currently 18.8 million
Hispanics in the United States today, and a
40 percent expected population increase by the
year 201 O will bring the number of Hispanic
Americans to 38 million. The survey and the
regional consultations will "complete our major
piece of work, which is to listen to the church,"
according to the B.ev. Mearle L. Griffith, a
NEW WORLD OUTLOOK MARCH-APRIL 1990
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staff member of the General Council on
Ministries who has been assigned to work with
the committee. The committee will prepare a
detailed action plan for consideration by the
1992 General Conference.
PAllTNEBSHIP PB.OGBESS. Ending a 15-year
moratorium on receiving new missionaries, the
United Church of Christ in the Philippines
(UCCP) has reached a new agreement with The
United Methodist Church and other North
American mission partners. "The United
Church of Christ in the PhWppines will no
longer use the term 'missionary'," said
Robert Harman, head of the General Board of
Global Ministries World Division, ''preferring
'co-worker,' giving further emphasis to the
concept of true partnership." Under the new
agreement North American churches will
receive Philippine co-workers in a reciprocal
relationship. "The expatriate co-worker must
agree to accept a living standard equal to the
UCCP partners doing similar work," said Rev.
Harman. "If the sending agency pays the
missionary a salary above the accepted level, the
additional funds must be placed in a trust to be
managed by the UCCP." Co-workers from North
America will serve a maximum of two terms of
two to four years each ( since new Philippine
immigration laws limit missionary visas to 10
years). Co-workers in mission will engage in
leadership development, congregational nurture,
and ministries with women and children, and
will address such issues as economic justice,
peace, and human rights. The new agreement
says that such partnership and solidarity
represents a "radical leap fo,rward" in
ecumenical relationships and away from
traditional concepts of mission.
BOOKS NEEDED. Between 10,000 and 15,000
volumes are needed to help stock the library
at the new Africa University in Mutare,
Zimbabwe, prior to the opening of its
theological school in 1991. United Methodists
are being asked to contribute books from a list
developed by the Africa University Library
Committee. The list is available from annual
conference offices in the United States and
Puerto Rico. Inquiries should be directed to
Roslyn Lewis, Africa University Library
Committee, The United Methodist Publishing
House, P.O. Box 801 , Nashville, TN 37202.
OPIBIONS MIXED ON BOAB.D MOVE. A
survey soliciting opinions from United Methodist
leaders produced inconclusive answers to the
question of relocating the headquarters of the
General Board of Global Ministries. Forty
percent of the respondents said the board
should remain at its present New York City
6
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location, 40 percent said the board should
move elsewhere, and 20 percent were
undecided. However, there was near-unanimous
agreement that location decisions should be
based on "operating overhead and other
economic factors" and "proximity to a major
international airport." Respondents from the
Western and Northeastern jurisdictions tended
to support the board headquarters remaining in
New York City, while the majority of respondents
from the South Central and Southeast
jurisdictions supported a move. Respondents
from the North Central jurisdiction were divided
in their opinions. W. B.. "Randy" Smith,
chairperson of a 18-member task force
assigned by the 1988 General Conference to
study the "feasibility" of relocation, said, "It is
inconclusive in that ... no overwhelming feeling
( is ) being expressed." The task force will report
to the 1992 General Conference.
UBI'l'ED METHODIST MEMBEB.HIP DB.OP. In
1988, membership in The United Methodist
Church in the United States and Puerto
B.ico dropped below nine million to
8,940,836 - down by 75,000 members from
1987. ( Figures for 1989 will be available late
this year.) Outside the United States and Puerto
Rico , there are about 1.4 million United
Methodists in Europe, Africa and the Philippines.
Even more alarming, the 1.4 million preparatory
members (usually baptized children ) listed on
United Methodist rolls in 1988 represented a
252,000 drop from 1987. Attendance at worship
service and Sunday school also declined, and
Sunday school membership fell off by more than
52,000. Only clergy salaries and value of church
property increased, with 1988 total clergy
salaries up $23 million from 1981 and United
Methodist Church properties valued at $19.6
billion, representing a value increase of $3.8
billion during 1988.
THE LAST SHALL BE FIBST. At the 40th

anniversary celebration of the United Methodist
Foundation for Evangelism (held at Lake
Junaluska, NC in October, 1989), the B.ev. Dr.
Mortimer Arias, theologian and professor at
Iliff School of Theology in Denver, was named
as one of the 40 top evangelists from the
United Methodist tradition. The honor was
bestowed in the wake of the Foundation's earlier
decision to withdraw funding for the new
evangelism professorship at Iliff after learning
of Dr. Arias' appointment. In a prepared
statement, Iliff President Donald E. Messer said,
"Truly God works in mysterious ways and it is
hard to fathom the divine irony. By honoring Dr.
Arias, the foundation has graciously recanted its
previous unfair criticism." Dr. Arias, a leading
expert on liberation theology, said that he felt
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"honored but undeserving" to be included in a
received the heart t ransplant he had been
list of honorees which included E. Stanley Jones
waiting for since June. The donor was a
and World Council of Churches head Emilio Castro. 40-year-old Israeli army s erge ant and father
of four, Zev Traum, who died hours before from
llEDICAL FALLOUT FROM OPEN WALL.
wounds received during an ambush by
When the German Democratic Republic opened
Palestinian attackers on November 13. The
the Berlin Wall, permitting freedom of travel
Kader family thanked the donor's widow,
between East and West Germany at the end of
Brenda Traum, calling her decision to allow the
last year, thousands of doctors and nurses
transplant an "act of humanity." "It's a beautiful
were among the lB0,000 East German
morning, a new life," said Mr. Kader's daughter,
citizens migrating to West Germany. Poor
Jamileh. Although the Traum family was
pay and poor working conditions caused the
angered by the subsequent violation of the
migration even though there is a glut of medical
promise of confidentiality regarding the donor,
personnel in West Germany. The 4.3 East German
such a "change of heart" is symbolic of a much
Protestant h ospitals lost an estimated 1O
larger need in the beleagured region.
percent of nurses and doctors. The East German
churches extended an enticement to young
GRATEFUL SOLmAB.ITY. In a beginning of
doctors in West Germany, offering to provide
the year letter, the Rev. Carlos Sanchez,
them with a chance to acquire a specialty in
executive secretary of the Asociacion Bautista De
exchange for a five-year term of service in East
El Salvador, expressed gratitude on behalf of "our
Germany. The offer has its attractions, since the
people" for the "concern, prayers and action" of
oversupply of doctors in West Germany is so
North American Christians. The letter, received
great that m edical schools are considering
by Dr. Robert Harman, deputy general
limiting enrollment. Nurses are another matter.
secretary of the World Division of the GBGM,
West Germany needs nurses, so nurses
said in part: "During the most recent
migrating from East Germany can get hired
intensification of the civil war here . .. we have
quickly. They will be able to earn three times
been strengthened by your expressions of
what they are making at home.
solidarity with us and our struggle. Our
government is very jealous of its international
'l'Jlll BYES OF FAITH. A study by journalism
image and, therefore, communications from
professor Stephen Winzenburg, of Grand View
abroad can have an effect on government actions
College in Des Moines, IA, found that
that our own expressions do not ... In the midst
Washtngton, DC, led all other cities in the
of the uncertainty, suffering and fear that are an
United States in the numbers of viewers of
immediate consequence of the war, t ogether with
religious television. (Mormon stron ghold, Salt
you r continuing solidarity, we move into the new
Lake City, w as at the bottom of the list.)
year, the new decade, with hope and trust in the
Explaining his findings and Washington, DC's
project and promise of God- that by our hands
achievement, professor Winzenburg said that
may the Kingdom of God be constructed on
"the more 'religious' the town, the fewer people
earth."
watch religious TV; and the less 'religious' the
Working in ecumenical mission partnership,
town, the more religion they'll watch."
the GBGM supports a missionary serving in El
Presumably the potential TV watchers in the
Salvador with the Baptist association.
more "religious" towns are all in church!
DEATHS. Dr. Ira Edmon d Gillet, a United
Methodist missionary in Mozambique, Africa,
CHUB.CH PBESEN'.r.ATION. Six of the
from 1918 until his retirement in 1959, died on
candidates elected to the 72-member
December 14, 1989 at Rose Villa Retirement
constituent assembly in Namibia in
Center in Milwaukie, OR. The minister was 100
mid-N'ovember, 1989, were ordained
years old. In addition to his many presentations
mtntatera. All six represented the South West
about Africa in local churches and United
Africa People's Organization ( SWAPO ), which
Methodist camps, Dr. Gillet had a weekly radio
collected 57 percent of the vote. Two of the six
program in Portland for 20 years and was a
elected ministers-the Rev. Hendrick Witbooi
frequent contributor to local newspapers ...
and the Rev. W. Kn.ojore- are ordained elders
Karia Mant on, former United Methodist
of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. The
missionary (with her husband Frank ) in Burma
newly elected assembly will write a constitution
and Taiwan, died on December 30, 1989. Sh e was
for an independent Namibia.
the daughter of missionaries serving in China,
and a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan University....
•mllAST CHANGE OF HEART. At about 12:30
Joseph
Lively, a director of the General Board
a.m. on November 16, 1989, 54-year-old
of Global Ministries from 1976 to 1984, died of a
Palestinian hotel manager and father of three
heart attack in Braden ton, FL, on January 9, 1990.
from Jerusalem's Old City, Hanna Kader,
NEW WORLD OUTLOOK MARCH-APRIL 1990
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VIEWPOINT:

A Kingdom Without Walls

ous moment of rebirth and a
Dr. Randolph Nugent
renewal.
Opinions varied with regard
Then I went to seminary,
where I was exposed to the to who was primarily responsithoughts and the sermons of ble for the disintegration of the
John Wesley. I learned about long-standing political symbol.
John Wesley's devotion to the TIME magazine designated the
notion of the rebirth of the hu- president of the Soviet Union as
man spirit and his conviction its "man of the decade," creditthat every human being and ing him for calming Cold War
soul was of equal and supreme obsessions and fears and openworth in the eyes of God. ing the window of perestroika
Gripped by the apostle Paul's and glasnost to let fresh air blow
words in the Letter to the Ro- upon stuffy and stagnant ideomans, "When we cry, ' Abba! logical fixations. Others crediFather!' it is the Spirit [itself] ted the steadfast, determined
bearing witness with our spirit anti-communist rhetoric and rethat we are children of God" solve of the immediate past
(Romans 8:15-16), Wesley took president of the United States,
that message of individual and his rebuilding of American
worth and value to the streets defense and overwhelming
and byways, to oppressed coal electoral popularity. It was felt
miners and destitute slum these factors sent a message the
dwellers, to all those children of Soviet Union could not ignore.
God who had been bypassed,
Perhaps the real reason the
rejected and excluded by other wall was dismantled was the remembers of God's human fami- surging power of the human
ly.
spirit and the Spirit of God.
I thought of both Robert Frost Who is offended by any and evand John Wesley at the end of ery wall of separation and divilast year, as a tidal wave of re- sion? God for One, and all othbirth and renewal swept ers who recognize the divine
through Eastern Europe, the stamp upon every human life.
Soviet Union, and for a shining,
It is no accident that the
brief moment in China. Al- events which culminated in the
though it had stood for nearly memorable November moment
three decades as a border barri- in Berlin were nurtured in the
er and political symbol, "some- churches of Leipzig, particularthing there was" that did not ly in October, but also long belove the Berlin Wall. In Novem- fore. The churches were saneber, the wall crumbled. Youth tuaries where people gathered
danced, frolicked and em- for spiritual renewal and for the
braced atop the wall in a glori- reaffirming of hopes, dreams,

Before I became a preacher, I
was a school teacher-an English teacher to be more specific.
One of the authors whose work
I read and taught was the
American poet Robert Frost. I
remember his poem entitled
"Mending Wall" in which Frost
spoke of the annual spring ritual performed by his neighbor
and himself, repairing the damage to the wall between their
properties which had occurred
over the winter.
In the poem, Frost wrote
these words:
There where it is we do not
need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple
orchard.
My apple trees will never get
across
And eat the cone under his
pines, I tell him .
He only says, 'Good fences
make good neighbors.'
Spring is the mischief in me,
and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his
head:
'Why do they make good
neighbors? Isn't it
Where there are cows? But
here there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I'd ask to
know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to
give offense.
Something there is that
doesn't love a wall,
That wants it down' ....
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and a pirations. In the wake of
the crumbling of the Berlin·
Wall , the people of Leipzig
hung a huge banner acros the
main treet . It read: " Wir
Danken Dir, Kirche," which
means, "We thank you church! "
Writing in Christian Century
magazine, John P. Burgess oberved , "The popular movement of the e last days has exceeded anyone's expectations
and ha urpri ed the East German them elves most of all. It
ha certainly gone far beyond
the wall of the church . But the
church was able to show a way
into the future. Now, as one
Ea t German pa tor told me,
the revolution i almost over,
and it i up to the people to
make omething out of their
new po ibilitie . "
ew Year' Day brought another e ample of deliverance by
the Hol Spirit. In hi inaugural
addre , the new mayor of New
York City, David N . Dinkins
poke the e rather a tonishing
word : "I hereby dedicate the
Dinkin Admini tration to the
children f ew York. And the
m a ur of whether I fulfill m
mandate will be how we treat
tho e who tart out in life during m tenure at Cit Hall ."
The ma or' word were a reminder of the wall of abandonment and neglect which had
been er cted again t children
during the 19 0 . Over that decade, the number of babie in the
United State who died during
the fir t ear of their Ii e in-

creased. One in five children in
the United States lives in official
poverty. Children are seven
times more likely to be living in
poverty, as are senior citizens.
One in 11 babies are dosed with
illegal drugs before birth. Thousands inherit the AIDS virus,
and tens of thousands are born
with fetal alcohol syndrome
and lifelong handicaps. Each
year, 2. 5 million children are
physically or sexually abused.
Summing up the decade of
the 1980s, New York Daily ews
columnist Juan Gonzalez wrote :
"Tho e who fear rising crime in
America from young people in
the urban ghettos have not seen
the worse yet. . . . The worst
will come in the 1990s, when
thousands of children raised in
the anarchy of welfare hotels
and homeless shelters, out of
homes deformed and broken by
crack, become teenagers and
then adults. Only then will it be
plain to see what horrors this
richest and most democratic nation on earth created by neglecting o many of its children during the prosperous glory years
of the 1980s. "
During this season, Christians tum toward the resurrection joy of Easter. Let our hearts
al o be turned in resurrected
compassion and commitment
toward God's little ones. For we
have it on the authority of
Christ Jesus himself that to all
uch children belong the kingdom of heaven. It is their birthright! D
E

; ; Who is offended
by any and every
wall of separation
and division? God
for One, and all
others who recognize the divine
stamp upon every
human life.
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"We must strike at
the root causes of this
plague (drug trafficking and
addiction) , namely a spiritual
malaise fostered by
undisciplined and compromising
Christians, racism , economic
injustice .... "

Drug Mania
A Christian Problem
by James R. Owen
Everett Stevenson and the
members of Shaw United
Methodist Church in southeast
Washington, DC , often face
challenges to their ministry that
are unfamiliar to most other
United Methodists.
The inner-city congregation is
situated in a neighborhood often described as a "war zone"
for drugs, where at nights residents who use drugs gather on
the streets not far from the
church waiting for their dealers
to arrive for the "buy," the exchange of deadly drugs-crack,
cocaine, heroine, you name it.
Nearby there are numerous
"crack dens," places where cocaine is refined into the even
deadlier crystalline-like crack.
There have been at least seven murders in the church's
neighborhood during the past
year, Mr. Stevenson said, "and
almost every member of our
congregation has had someone
in his or her family with a drug
problem .
Frequently during Sunday
worship, said the about-to-retire pastor, drug addicts interrupt the service to plead for
help. They are accepted at the
Shaw congregation's altar,
where they begin the difficult
road to shedding their lives of
the scourge of drugs.
Church Must Figh t Back
By now, of course, few Americans are unaware that dangerous drugs are epidemic in our
major cities. But for residents of
many inner cities and nearby
suburbs, the daily dangers presented by drug trafficking and

its devastating toll on young
lives may be surprising. As the
deadly drug trade spreads out
across America, into mediumsized cities and small towns,
even into rural America, according to many United Methodists it's time for church and society to begin fighting back.
In recognition of the national
pestilence that drugs have become, fighting back is precisely
what the United Methodist
Council of Bishops decided to
do last year. They took the unprecedented step of assigning
one of the denomination's episcopal leaders, Bishop Felton
May of the Harrisburg, PE
Area, to launch a special oneyear, anti-drug initiative in the
nation's capital. The initiative
got under way in January.
Drugs and drug violence
have struck the capital area with
a special vengeance in the past
few years, contributing to record highs each passing year for
murders and shootings. As pastor Stevenson and many of his
colleagues throughout the area
can attest, this drug violence
has sapped some of the energy
and vitality from their ministry.
Bishop May likes to describe
his new ministry as a kind of
"catalyst" that can energize the
entire church, nationwide, to
take up the crusade against
drugs and drug violence.
"We must strike at the root
causes of this plague, namely, a
spiritual malaise fostered by undisciplined and compromising
Christians, racism, economic
injustice experienced primarily
by ethnic persons, a national
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loss of affirming the sacredness, dignity and value of a single human life," says Bishop
May.
By authority of the United
Methodist Council of Bishops,
Bishop May has been released
from his church administrative
tasks for one year to head up the
new churchwide initiative,
based out of the denomination's
General Board of Church and
Society headquarters on Capitol
Hill.
Bishop May says that most of
the government efforts to combat drug addiction are too "topheavy with law enforcement,"
and fail to explore the economic
factors of drug abuse, trafficking, and how the policies of the
federal government have contributed to the problem over the
decades.
"It appears as if the federal
government's emphasis is that
of the big stick," observed Bishop May, a Chicago native who
has served churches in that city
and Wilmington, DE . He is also
president of the denomination's
Council on Ministries.
"There seems to be little recognition that the problem is
much more complex," Bishop
May continued. "There seems
to be only a superficial acknowledgment of the serious need for
treatment facilities and the need
for long-term after-care . Again,
it's the big stick approach: use
drugs and you'll go to jail.'"
To show how the church can
take a different approach, Bishop May will help lead a demonstration project involving 15
congregations in the Washing12

ton metropolitan area . At the
same time, all the denomination's boards and national agencies will have input into the project.
At its heart during the first
year, however, the project will
seek to find ways the church
can tap its own rich deposits of
spiritual and social energy to
wage war on drug abuse and
related violence.
In cooperation with the
Washington-area churches and
with consultation from across
the church, the project will help
create models for programs that
involve the following key areas:
• education
• drug prevention and rehabilitation
• law enforcement
• civic involvement
• political leadership
As the episcopal leader put it,
the one-year initiative will "encourage the development of a
(continued on page 46)
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Church, a mixed African-American and White congregation
with 120 members, set the more
modest fund-raising goals of
$15,000 for capital expenditures
and $25,000 for the operating
budget . Actual subscriptions
totaled $19,500 for capital funds
and $25,800 for the operating
budget.
Such successful examples
bear witness to the work of the
Off ice of Finance and Field
Service (OFFS), a vital and often
under-recognized stewardship
resource now entering its 61st
year. The service enables local
churches, annual conferences,
districts, and institutions related to The United Methodist
Church to stay and be in mission.
Now operating as part of the
Congregational Development
Program Management Unit of
the National Division of the
General Board of Global Ministries, the office came into being
in 1929 in the wake of the stock
market crash that brought on
the Great Depression. OFFS began as an off ice of "finance and
debt-raising," comprised of
three, male, ordained, Methodist elders who saw as their calling the task of "resurrecting" financially strapped churches.
Today the staff is racially diverse and includes women and
laity. The early staff raised as
much money as they could from
debt-ridden congregations, and
then they negotiated with lending institutions for as good a
debt settlement as they could
get. In his brief chronicle of the
OFFS, Ranold Plott, now a
working-retired staff member,
explained, "Since banks had
little use for a foreclosed church
build ing, these debts were often liquidated for ten cents on
the dollar."
With changing times came
changes in fund-raising focus
and techniques. After World
War II, debt-raising demands
gave w ay to church growth and
church development needs and

.
"~

Campaign Phases
The "self-conscious mission
concern and design" is embodied in the OFFS fund-raising
technique. The Office of Finance and Field Service receives
about 500 inquiries about its
services each year, and conducts between 200 and 250 campaigns. Local church fund-raising campaigns conducted by
OFFS staff stress the "three I's"
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opportunities. Campaigns to
raise capital funds became the
norm throughout the building
boom of the 1950s and in the the
1960s. But with the dawn of the
1970s, skyrocketing expenses
driven by inflation created the
need for two-pronged fundraising campaigns : to raise
money for operational budgets
as well as capital expenditures.
The dual fund-raising emphasis
continues today.
But there is a good deal more
to the work of the OFFS than
just raising money. OFFS role in
raising mission-consciousness
and understanding, and discipleship and stewardship
awareness is equally (if not
more) important. Churches are
assisted both in identifying their
mission and paying for it.
"Fund-raising campaigns
need to be measured by two criteria," says OFFS staff member
Joyce Wilkerson, "the financial
goal and total sum targeted to
be raised, and the unity created
in a church by the experience of
all members working together
toward that goal. Even though,
at least the first time around,
the church may not reach the
targeted financial goal, there
are more important measures of
success."
During the last quadrennium
(1984-1988), the service raised
more than $200 million and assisted nearly 1,000 local churches in their budgetary and capital
fund-raising efforts. In 1985
alone, local churches and annual conferences were assisted in
raising $85 million.
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The Office of Finance and
Field Service, now entering
its 61st year, is a vital
and often under-recognized
stewardship resource.

OFFS workers are trained to understand that
fund-raising campaigns need to be measured by
two criteria: the financial goal and total sum
targeted to be raised, and the unity created in a
church by the experience of all members working
together.

of m1ss1on stewardship: information (about the mission and
program of the church); inspiration (sharing the "gospel" of
good giving and instilling the
recognition that "it is blessed to
give! "; and invitation (offering
growth in individual financial
commitment and stewardship
understanding).
Fund-raising campaigns are
conducted in four phases .
When the administrative coun-

right: Some of the persons
•olved in Finance and Field
·vice take group photo at Lake
1aska, NC meeting last year.
1

cil or board of a
signs and returns the questionnaire and agreement forms provided by OFFS, the preliminary
phase of the campaign begins.
An OFFS staff member is assigned to be the campaign director. Within 24 hours of assignment, the director will arrange a preliminary conference
with key local church leadership. During the preliminary
phase, mission goals and programs are identified to clarify
the purpose of the campaign;
campaign financial goals are established; the basic structure,
organization, direction and focus of the campaign are decided
upon; and a general rapport between the director and the local
church leaders is established,
which includes clarifying mutual expectations.
Sometimes a church is interested in enlisting the assistance
of OFFS but is uncertain about
the match between its aspirations and its actual situation
and potential. In s uch instances, an OFFS's staff member often will conduct a precampaign feasibility study to as-

sess the situation, including
helping to clarify those mission
goals that would both justify
and undergird a fund-raising
effort.
During the preparation phase, a
campaign committee, visitation
chair and stewardship visitors
for subsequent home visitations
are chosen, and members of the
church are saturated with information to prepare them for the
intensive phase of the campaign.
During this phase, the campaign director takes up residence (usually for two weeks)
to direct and coordinate home
visitations and all other aspects
of the campaign.
The final follow-up phase
brings the campaign to a close,
wrapping up all leftover home
visitations and collection of
commitments, and establishing
a strategy for collecting the
funds pledged as well as for
maintaining a strong stewardship-for-mission emphasis in
the future . After going through
one campaign under the guidance and direction of the Off ice
of Finance and Field Service, a
local church should be wellpoised to conduct its own campaign in the future. However,
according to executive director
Fletcher Carter, OFFS is often
asked to return to the same site
every four years or so to conduct another campaign.
Fees charged by the OFFS for
services rendered to local
churches are quite modest, extremely so when compared to
the other fund-raising agencies
and in light of the successful
OFFS track record. Fees are
based on a minimum-maximum
sliding scale: the more money
raised , the less percentage
claimed for OFFS services. The
minimum fee of $3,000 applies
to campaigns of $100, 000 or
less . The maximum fee of
$24,000 applies to campaigns of
a million dollars or more . In between, the OFFS fee is figured
on a descending percentage,
(continued on page 47)
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We Are One in the Lord:

Christians
and
Muslims
by Harvey Cox

When Benazir Bhutto, the
prime minister of Pakistan returned to Harvard University as
a commencement speaker in
June, 1989, someone thoughtfully looked up her picture in
the yearbook for the class of
1973.
There she was: a tall, gangly,
young woman with straight,
black hair, wearing oversized
glasses, and known t her classmates as "Pinky. " Since I had
already been teaching for a
number of years at Harvard
when Pinky Bhutto graduated,
I might very well have walked
into a classroom not knowing
that the future prime ministerthe first woman to head a Muslim state-was sitting there,
pencil and notebook poised! I
was reminded once again of the
sobering responsibility college
teachers have.
There is not just one Islam in
the world toda y; there are
many. Just as there are many
branches of Christianity often
living in conflict with each other, so also the Islamic world is
deeply torn by contrasts and
oppositions. For the past ten
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There is not just one
Islam in the world
today ; there are many,
just as there are
many branches of
Christianity, often
living in conflict
with each other.
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Benazir Bhutto, the Prime Minister
of Pakistan, being sworn in as a
member of the national assembly in
1988.
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years, the American press and
television have done all of us a
disservice by making the
menacing face of the Ayatollah
Khomeini synonymous with Islam in the minds of millions of
people . But the visit of the generous, intelligent and openminded Prime Minister Bhutto
to Harvard reminds us that a
vast number of Muslims do not
wish to be thought of as followers of the Khomeini trend . In
fact, I believe Prime Minister
Bhutto, not the late Ayatollah ,
represents the Islam of the future .
I thought regretfully about
how few of the students who
were mesmerized by Prime
Minister Bhutto had spent any
of their time at Harvard studying the religion she embodies.
Among undergraduates today,
it is much more fashionable to
probe Zen Buddhism or to read
the gurus of Hinduism than it is
to study Islam. Like most other
White Americans, most of my
students seem incapable of
finding much to interest or engage them in the faith of 800
million Muslims . Nor do they
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understand why this faith
should have elicited such a
strong·, positive response from
so many young African-Americans.
But why should it be different? As far back as The Divine
Comedy, Dante pictured Muhammad the prophet as "cloven from chin to where the wind
is voiced," sliced in two with his
entrails exposed, muttering,
"Behold how I split myself." It
is a grisly portrait, and it is important for Christians to realize
that in the Muslim tradition, instead of being viciously caricatured, Jes us is honored and revered.
But the long tradition of cruel
caricature is only the start. Not
just the prophet but Islam itself
is subject to the same distortion.
In his book Militant Islam,
published only a few years ago,
G.H. Hansen sums up the mistaken mental picture most
Westerners hold of the Muslim
faith as one of "strange, bearded men with burning eyes,
hieratic figures in robes and turbans, blood dripping from the
amputated hands and from the

Taking time to study Islam could
clear up misunderstanings.

The similarities
between Christians
and Muslims
are striking .

striped backs of malefactors,
and piles of stones barely concealing the battered bodies of
adulterous couples." For many
Americans, "Muslim" is almost
the equivalent of ·"fanatic" or
even "terrorist."
Of course, none of this comes
even close to describing the sophisticated and humane Benazir Bhutto, who heads the government in a state that is officially Islamic. I sensed a certain
irony in the fact that an Islamic
state accepted a woman prime
minister before the United
States has had a woman president. Her very presence forcibly reminded us that we in the
West need to cut through a
maze of stereotypes in order to
come to know what Islam is and
what it means to its millions of
adherents. How can we begin
to undo the damage caused by
centuries of destructive stereotyping?
Perhaps it is best to begin at
the beginning and remind ourselves that the word "Allah"used in the core formula of Islam : "There is no God but Al(continued on page 42)
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BIBLE STUDY
ON EVANGELISM:
Telling the Christian Story
by James Logan

(Editor's Note: This is the second Bible study in a two-part series.
The first appeared in the January-February issue.)
In our previous study we attempted to outline the biblical
witness to God who is the Missioner. In that light we attempted to see who we are
called to be and what we are
called to do. We turn now to the
topic of evangelism.
Obviously, evangelism and
mission are inextricably related .
They, however, are not synonyms, and distinctions between
the two need to be made if we
are to be biblically faithful. Today some persons would make
evangelism the sum-total of
mission and, thereby, indulge
in a reductionism of mission.
On the other hand, others
would so inflate the term evangelism to the point that everything the church does for others
is seen to be evangelism. We
seem to be caught between the
poles of limiting mission to the
explicit naming of the name or
extending the definition of
evangelism to the point where it
loses all meaning. In order to do
justice to the biblical witness to
mission we need a unifying understanding of mission and
evangelism. The scripture can
help us gain a clearer understanding of evangelism as well
as mission .
Evangelism is a specific activity of announcement. It is the
announcement of the Gospel.
But what is the Gospel? The
New Testament answer is
multi-dimensional. The Good
News is the announcement of

the new divine order in Jesus
Christ, whether one uses
Luke's term-"the acceptable
year of the Lord" or Mark's
term-"The time is fulfilled, the
kingdom is at hand" or some
modern translations such as
"God's new time" and "God's
new order. " What is meant is
that the "upside-down order "
of God's own doing is at hand in
Jesus Christ. The time has come
when ·the "first shall be last, and
the last shall be first," when the
marginalized, those who sin
and are sinned against will be
the recipients of God's bounteous grace. They will be the heirs
of repentance and belief.
The Good News of God's new
reign or order cannot be separated from Jesus Christ-who
Jesus Christ is, what he says,
and what he does . In other
words, the reign of God is incarnated (enfleshed) in Jesus
Christ. Jesus Christ is God's living Word in our midst. He is,
therefore, in the New Testament's term "Emmanuel" (God
with us) for a particular reason .
He is both our Savior and our
Lord (Rom: 1:3-4; 2 Cor. 4:3-6).
The gospel is the fullness of
time in a person-in Jesus
Christ. This fullness of time in
Jesus Christ is God's way of restoring a broken creation and
healing lives wrecked by sin . In
healing human life Jesus Christ
calls persons to a radical discipleship sustained by God's
grace and lived under God's
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sovereignty. Evangelism is,
therefore, naming the Name
and proclaiming the story of
God's saving act in Jes us Christ.
The Good News of Jesus
Christ is quite specific. It does
not wander off into philosophical speculation. Jesus Christ is
not a mythical figure or an apparition, but Jesus Christ is a
concrete, historical figure . He
occupied a specific time in history. As the creed puts it: "He
suffered under Pontius Pilate."
He lived a real life (Luke 2:52).
He died a real death (Matthew
27; Mark 15; Luke 23; John 19).
He was resurrected from the
dead (Matthew 28; Mark 16;
Luke 24; John 20) . His was not,
however, an ordinary life. He
came "not to be served, but to
serve and give his life as a ransom for many" (Matthew 20:28;
Mark 20:45). His death was not
an ordinary death. Many people have given their lives for noble causes, but he died for sins
of the human race. His was a
vicarious death. His death for
sin (personal and corporate)
and his resurrection on the
third day (1 Cor. 15: 1-5) were for
our justification and sanctification (1 Cor. 1:30).
In some instances in the New
Testament, the Gospel includes
the new Christian community-the church. In other words,
the vicarious saving act of Jesus
Christ and his resurrection create a new community. The biblical logic is quite simple. The life,
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death, and resurrection of Jesus
empowered people to live in a
new world in the midst of an old
dying world (Ephesians 3:17).
Living such a life is not done in
isolation but in community. The
church is the body of Christ (1
Cor. 12) given as a means of
grace whereby we are enabled
to live the new life in Christ.
The words are plain: reign of
God, Jesus Christ in his life,
death, and resurrection, and
Body of Christ. By New Testament standards any person
who defines the Gospel to the
neglect of one or more of these
has announced a truncated gospel. Any person who announces the good news and
plays individual and corporate
sin against each other-opting
for one and neglecting the other-has an inadequate understanding of both sin and salvation. Anyone who announces
salvation as a private possession fails to realize that salvation includes being placed in a
radically new con text-the
reign of God . Evangelism is telling the story-the story of
God's purpose for humankind.
It is the story of God's decisive
action in Jesus Christ to forgive
and restore humankind to a
new relationship with God and
with neighbors-a new community that is the body of
Christ broken for the sake of the
world . Evangelism is the telling
of the story to the end that persons, by God's grace, may repent (turn around) and believe
the gracious good news of Jesus
Christ, be incorporated in his
Body-the church-and become citizens of a new time, a
new order, the radically different order of the reign of God.
Evangelism and Mission
Interrelated
We do the Bible, the church,
and ourselves a disservice if we
confuse terms and fail to make
proper distinctions. Evangelism is a necessary and essential
component of mission. The

two, however, are not interchangeable terms . They each
carry specific content of meaning, and we need to preserve
the fullest of the meaning of the
Christian gospel and our mandate for witness to the world .
As an illustration of the clarity which we need, in both Matthew 4:23 and 9:35, the evangelist summarizes Jesus' ministry
as follows: "And he went about
Galilee, teaching in their synagogues and preaching the Gospel of the kingdom and healing
every disease and infirmity
among the people." Note the
three key words: he taught, he
preach ed, and he healed. No-

where are these three functions
equated. They are distinct, yet
necessarily interrelated if we
are to do full justice to the ministry of Jesus. This is instructive
for us. Mission involves all
three functions-teaching,
preaching, and service. On the
other hand, evangelism is the
proclamation of the story. The
Matthean passage places the
evangelism function in the very
center of the full account of the
ministry of Jesus . Whether Matthew intended to indicate a particular meaning by doing so can
be debated. That he described
the fullness of Jesus' ministry as
including all three is unquestionable, and this provides us
with scriptural basis for seeing

the fullness of the miss10n to
which we are called.
There is no question that in
the gospel and in the Pauline
epistles evangelism (telling the
story) necessarily involves us in
"salvation language ." The story
is told for a purpose . Evangelism is not proclaiming some
general truths . It is proclaiming
a person and his new community, which means changed lives .
Biblically, changed lives are
lives that are saved or redeemed. In the gospels the
story of Zaccheus is particularly
illustrative. Read Luke 19:1-10.
After Zaccheus had heard the
message of Jesus, he repented .
Then Jes us announced his salvation. Salvation involves a
story told, a turning around of
one's life, a commitment to Jesus Christ and his community
of discipleship. All this constitutes the task of evangelism. In
other portions of the New Testament the language of redemption and forgiveness of sins is
used . All such language participates in the same logic.
The General Board of Global
Ministries has in this quadrennium formed an all-board Committee on Mission and Evangelism. It is important for the
church to know that our calling
as a church to mission is a calling to the fullness of mission as
we see it in Jesus Christ. It is,
likewise, important for us to see
the proper relationship between mission and evangelism.
Since the two are not synonymous, then what is the relationship? As there can be no body
without a heart and there can be
no functioning heart without a
body, so the relationship between mission and evangelism
can be seen analogously. Evangelism is the heart of mission,
and mission is the body. Neither can exist and function
without the other. 0
fam es Logan is a professo r of systematic
theology at Wesley Theological Seminary, Wa shington , DC.
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More Than a Store:
•
•

1ss1on ._...tor

by Laura and Larry Hills
We first went to Zambia in 1967
to help a United Methodist missionary family start a Christianorien ted agricultural college.
We had been farmers in Michigan with many years experience in farming, and trained in
agricultural economics and horticulture. We had also been active laypersons in our church,
involved in outreach programs
and as lay leader and Sunday
school teachers.
After four years of work
there, we teamed up with a
United Church of Canada missionary in another part of Zambia to establish an agricultural
settlement on abandoned colonial farmland . We spent three
years helping create one of the
23 settlements of family farms.
Along the north edge of the
70,000-acre settlement were 10
miles of the Kafue River. There
we became acquainted with the
fisherpeople who Ii ed along
the river. They were some of the
poorest people of Zambia, living in terrible conditions where
the air turned to mosquitoes at
night, where crocodiles, hippos, malaria, bilharzia, hepatitis, and other diseases are a constant danger to life. They also
lived under the constant threat
of eviction by the owners of the
land along the river.
Extending westward from
the settlement was a huge
swamp some 300 miles long and
60 miles wide, where neither
missionaries nor secular community development agencies
had ever gone . Thousands of
people lived there . There was
great need along the Kafue .
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Jesus calls us to be ever alert
to the needs of others and to
minister to them in Christ's
name. The need was here.
Therefore, we devoted our full
time to ministering to the fisherfolk of the Kafue Flats .
We believe we do not usually
best serve others by doing
things for them but by assisting
them in doing things for themselves, and that we best do that
by going to people first of all
with the questions rather than
as experts with all the answers.
The pathway of service is littered with the remains of ill conceived and failed projects
where people went to help with
the answers never having asked
the questions.
Also, we believe that any project started b y missionaries
should ultimately become selfsupporting and run by the people of their own nation or culture . In short, we should be
there to work ourselves out of a
job.
We first built a boat that
would sustain us for several
months away from the land .
Then we spent a year surveying
the Kafue Flats: asking questions, learning to find our way
around, learning who and how
many people were there, learning what the political and economic systems were, learning
about the traditional religious
beliefs of the people, identifying the needs, and winning the
confidence of the people. We
found some 30,000 people living on 134 islands.
Americans often have an
idyllic picture in their minds of
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the beautiful, tropical island
with its palm trees and thatched
houses and the beautiful, darkskinned people who live there.
As the sun sets behind the island, it is most beautiful! But as
we did our survey we spent
some time sleeping in people's
homes in an effort to experience
life from their perspective . We
found that the only building
material out there is grass, so
when one lies down to sleep on
the dirt floor in the evening the
beautiful tropical island just
fades away because rats come in
through the grass walls and
scamper all over folk as they
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sleep. The little, black ants
emerge from their holes in the
dirt floor and mat themselves in
people's hair, and the hoard es
of singing mosquitoes make all
exposed skin their banquet table .
To buy a box of soap or matches, or kerosene for lamps, or a
candle, people paddled a dugout canoe for two days, waded
through six or eight miles of
shallow water, grass and mud
to get to solid ground; then
walked a few more miles to get
to a dirt road, only to wait two,
three, or more days until a battered pickup truck came along

to take shoppers the 100 or
more breakdown-filled miles to
town . Zambians call riding in
the back of a truck "going by
air." If one is lucky, most of the
items one wants might be available . Care is needed to buy no
more than can be carried on
one's back, as returning home
involves the same perils as getting there .
After completing our survey
we found there were four major
things with which people wanted help. First of all, they wanted
goods-soap, matches, candles, clothing, dishes, blankets,
salt, items that required ardu-

ous and expensive trips to
town. We had suspected this
would be true, so when we built
a boat that served as a floating
store, we took only the last seven feet of it for our seven by tenfoot house-leaving the rest of
the 24-foot vessel for the store.
Second to goods, people
wanted health services. There
weren't even trees where the
herbalist could get medicines .
The fisherfolk also wanted religious leadership. In the first
two years, we sold over 3,000
Bibles in nine languages and
more scripture portions than
that. Another desire expressed
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"We recall being in prayer
for many weeks about how
to begin mission
partnership, utterly
overwhelmed by the
immensity of the area, the
need, and our own
insignificance as two
people trying to be of
service."
by the people along the Kafue
Flats was for schools .
We recall being in prayer for
many weeks about how to begin a mission partnership, utterly overwhelmed by the immensity of the area, the need,
and our own insignificance as
only two people trying to be of
service. Slowly God gave us a
vision of what to do.
The next step we took was to
build stores on the islands. The
stores were spaced so that everyone would be, at the farthest, one half days journey
from a store in order that people
could get there and get home in
the same day. Then we selected
Zambians who also had skills as
Christian leaders to be storekeepers-missionaries, if you
will. These missionaries could
earn their own living while
serving the community as storekeepers. The stores got their inven tory from our floating store
boat.
carefully selected to double as
members of the religious support community for the storekeepers. These boats would be
the only regular visitors to the
islands. The profits from the
store boats would be used to
build Bible schools and clinics,
and to pay the salaries of the
teachers and health workers .
When we began this layered
mission, we had no money,
only faith that God would supply the needs and bless a work
truly started for God's glory.
United Methodist Committee
on Relief (UMCOR), Christian
Aid, and Oxfam, gave us mon-
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ey to build the boat. UMCOR
gave us some of the money to
stock it with goods; we took the
rest out of our pockets. The
General Board of Global Ministries gave us a truck and money
to operate it. The U.S. Embassy
and Canadian International Development Agency gave money
for building a warehouse, staff
houses, two more boats and
more barges. Income from the
floating store built and stocked
stores which then built and
stocked others . By the end of
our fifth year we were in the
midst of training vital personnel
to run the project.
Today the project is fully selfsu pporting, and completely
staffed and run by Zambian
Christians . There are 32 on the
staff, which also means 32 families have incomes in a land
where a great number of the
people are unemployed . There
are three supply boats pushing
five barges, supplying 13 stores
from a warehouse and dock at
the end of the only road down
the flats, built using United
Methodist and Zambian gov-
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ernment money . There are
three Bible schools on the island
and more being built. There are
14 churches and more being
built. There is also a clinic boat,
which makes regular visits to
the islands, and three clinics
built on the islands . More clinics are being built as well. We
have seen whole communities
began to center their village life
around the church. Our best
witness is the example we try to
be of the love of Christ as we
live with the people.
We believe that God is revealed in Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord. We believe God is
manifested through scripture,
and that the Holy Spirit must be
the center of life if one is to be
whole . We therefore believe our
religious life delineates and informs our economic and social
life, and that the popular separation between the so-called
evangelistic and social gospel is
a false separation created by humanity. God intends all of life to
be an inseparable whole, and it
must be lived and served in that
way. D

Who Cares: About Us, THE HOMELESS, THE JOBLESS, THE OLD, THE ABUSED,
THE YOUNG, THE IMMIGRANT, THE MARGINALIZED, THE CHURCH, THE COMMUNITY?

NATIONAL MISSIONJUSTICE
WORKERS CARE
rancisco is 13 years old. Until
late last year, he was one of
about 160 youths held in
detention centers along the
lower Rio Grande Valley.
Most are young boys fleeing the wars
and bloodshed in Central America.
Many were conscripted into the fighting. Boys, some barely 12
years old, given rifles and
taught to kill.
Unable to stomach the
violence, they fled north.
Others, like Francisco, fled
in search of parents who
had themselves been forced
to flee , leaving children
behind with friends and
relatives. Some manage to
get transportation part of
the way. Others walk.
As Francisco found ,
reaching the United States
is often the beginning of a
whole new world of
problems. After crossing the border, he
was promptly detained by the Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS).
But worse still , he soon found that no
one could understand him. The border
authorities considered him retarded,
leaving him thoroughly isolated.
Diane Paulsell, a para-legal with
the National Division-related Proyecto
Libertad, took on Francisco 's case as a
part of her duties in staffing the
program 's Children in INS Detention
project. She and other staff of the non~ NA T/ONAL DIVISION
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profit legal aid group regularly try to
find sponsors for the minors. Without
adult sponsors, they 'll be deported.
Ms. Paulsell recognized Francisco's
speech as some kind of unfamiliar language. She found someone in Chicago
who identified his language as Kanjobal, a rare Guatemalan tongue; made
inquiries with the tiny Kanjobal- speaking community in the United States; and
found Francisco's parents living in Florida. In mid-November, eight years after
having fled a government-led massacre
of indigenous Guatemalans, they were
finally reunited with their son Francisco.
Many of the youth never find their
parents, or have no relatives here in the
country. Their lives in detention are hard;
some are suicidal, many suffer posttraumatic stress from having been tortured or beaten in their home countries
or having seen their parents killed. Some
have been molested by United States
guards.
If there are no parents or relatives
to claim them, their only hope is refugee
shelters where people from their country
may take care of them. Or churches. The
project has found several churches to
take in the youth with the greatest fear of
returning. Often, said Ms. Paulsell, there
is nowhere to tum but local churches. In
this case, the National Division is there
as well. As the principal support for the
Children in INS Detention project of
Proyecto Libertad, it is the difference
between life and terror for young lives
behind bars along the border.

NATIONAL MISSION WORKERS
AND CHURCHES CARE
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n the northern reaches of Michigan, a long, fat tongue of a peninsula stretches up toward Canada,
licking the waters of Lake Superior. It is beautiful country, heavily wooded, isolated and still wild in
parts, drawing many hunters , fishers
and tourists in season.
Huddled among its acreage are
seven rural United Methodist churches
organized into a cooperative parish
called God 's Country. One of them, the
United Methodist church in Hulbert ,
has enight members . The town 's population is about 175 and falling . One
quarter of the population lives under the
poverty line , and most people must
drive long distances to find work .
The local school was closed re-

I

cently, forcing the town's 30 youths to
face bus rides of more than 20 miles to
attend school. As a result, youth have
been unable to participate in extra-curricular activities. Small wonder many of
them have begun to make mischief.
"The young people have nothing
of their own, " said Sandy Riffen berg, a
Church and Community Worker deployed by the National Division, " and
have no strong links with the older generation, many of whom had thrown up
their hands. "
With the help of Ms. Riffenberg,
who has ministered to the town since
1985, Hulbert's people have drawn up
plans to win back their youth and hopefully begin to revive the town 's economy to boot.
They're building a bake shop-but one with a difference: it will be
managed and run by town youth. Folks
in Hulbert are so excited about the project
that they ' re all pitching in.
The townsfolk will be donating
labor and supplies to build the shop. The
local school system has agreed to train
the future entrepreneurs in marketing
and accounting and will grant these
students credit for the effort. The state
Department of Social Services has
agreed to help subsidize the youth involved in the project. The local hotel,
which draws seasonal visitors, and a
local river boat that regularly plies the
lake have agreed to sell the teens' wares.
Plans call for construction to begin by
the summer, with the business to start in
earnest by the winter.
NATIONAL DIVISION
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NATIONAL MISSION COMMUNITY 1
DEVELOPERS CARE
rkansas is probably not
the first state you think of
when illegal drugs are
mentioned. Yet more than
5,000 drug arrests were
made there in each of the last few years .
And crack/cocaine arrests increased 15
percent between 1986 and 1988. Add to
that the fact that about 300 crack houses
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exist in and around Little Rock and a
picture of a serious drug problem begins
to emerge.
The National Division-supported
Black Community Developers (BCD)
program of the Theressa Hoover United
Methodist Church in Little Rock not
only responded to the challenge, the
BCD program also led the way by
organizing the entire state.
After years of work and anguish
over the issue, the BCD program in
Little Rock hosted a major conference
last July that was so dynamic it brought
out the governor. In cooperation with
health care workers, law enforcement
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officials and anti-drug act1v1sts , the
conferees organized each congressional
district into a vast anti-drug network
fanning out across the state.
Since then , the anti-drug network
has been influencing legislation, mobilizing anti-drug patrols, organizing youth
and actually closing crack houses. In
Little Rock, Theressa Hoover UMC has
become an almost nightly center of antidrug education, counseling, strategizing
and training.
The 18 Black Community Devel-
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opers from around the country will be
examining the Arkansas experience as a
part of a major focus on drugs and the
African-American community at their
annual meeting this spring. Joined by
some 11 Indigenous Community Developers (who will grow to 14 this year)
working in Hispanic, Asian and Native
American communities, these mission
personnel work out of small membership churches, identifying, developing
and supporting leadership in hardpressed communities.
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NATIONAL MISSION COMMUNITY
CENTERS CARE
ational Division-re- Division. The South Atlanta Land Trust trusts, others have opted for different
lated Neighborhood (SALT) holds the neighborhood 's land solutions.
Hou se in South in trust; people may buy and sell their
Wesley has also established rental
Wilmington, DE has houses but the community keeps the housing units, largely for homeless
been busy breaking land.
people and persons unable to own
new ground. The result was Apple
Since 1985, the center has worked homes. It maintains 10 units that form
Square, 28 single family homes, which in four Atlanta neighborhoods, reha- the basis for its innovative transitional
becameavailablerecently. Thefirstnew bilitating and constructing some 100 housing program. Working with
housing in that part of Wilmington since houses. While some areas also have housing shelters , Wesley identifies
ilierumofthecentury, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ homele s sfamil~ s they
the modular, factorybuilt h0mes go for less
than $50,000 to families on modest incomes, especially families coming off welfare.
In Atlanta, anoilier National Division-related community center has developed an award-winning
program which private
housing firms look to
for
guidance. Not
only does the Wesley
Community Center
build housing for the
poor but also for the
homeless.The center
has even found a way
to protect neighborhoods from encroaching business interests.
About four years
ago, Wesley developed
its first land trust in
south Atlanta with a
grant from the National

feel are ready to get
back on their feet with
some concerted support. The families live
rent free for several
months , paying as they
can into an escrow
account toward a
future mortgage or
rental payments. During iliat time, they work
with area churches ,
which provide training
in home management,
counseling and other
assistance to help prepare these families for
home ownership.
National Divsion
institutions and program s are working
across the nati on to
house the homeless,
find jobs for th e
jobless, and otherwise
help beleaguered communities in urban and
rural settings.
NATIONAL DIVISION ~

NATIONAL MISSION
RESIDENCE STAFF CARE
magine being a young mother,
poor and under -educated ,
dropped into a wholly alien culture, ignorant of the lo al language and practice , yet determined t provide for your family
even in th face of minimal m an of
upp rt .
very y ar, thou and of new
immigran t women find them
thi ituation. At ati ona l Divi i nrelated um M n Worn n' Re id n
in San Franci co, a new pr gram combine hild are with riti al kill training for n w immigrant m th r . h
re id n e pro ide I ga l a i tan e,
mployment training, " urvi al " ngli h la
, and a thrift h p t h Ip
immigrant w m n deal with th ir new
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icle and analyze the experien e of I
project a e ample of way in whi h
the pecial on em of women in cri i
can be addre ed. They includ mini trie to battered women, women in
pri on, ingl m ther , pregnant t en ,
child
h alth ervi e and ther

NATIONAL MISSION WORKERS
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE CARE
eal dangers threaten youth
in communities across the
nation. Teenage suicide,
alcohol and drug abuse,
pregnancy, school dropouts. All are cause for alarm.
Too often community centers,
local churches and other mission and
social service agencies have tackled
these problems separately. But in Seattle, youth at risk are facing a new kind
of cha:llenge: a community that has
reorganized itself in order to immerse
these youngsters in an engaging new
world of love and support.
Atlantic Street Center, a National
Division-related community center
based in one of Seattle ' s inner city
neighborhoods , is developing the
Pre-Teen Bridge Program to change the
lives of youths most at risk.
The Bridge Program links youngsters, aged 10-12, their families , and
their neighborhoods with local United
Methodist churches and other mission
and social service groups.
First, local churches are selected
to be partnered with a Bridge school.
The church recruits adult/older youth
tutors and mentors who work with school
and community center staff, developing individualized programs for each
pre-teen.
Plans are coordinated with the
youth ' s teachers. Bridge teams meet
regularly with the parents. And each
youth's neighborhood is encouraged to
develop at least one annual neighborhood activity where the children, youth

and adults all work together.
In addition , at least two other
community or church-based groups are
encouraged to involve themselves in
supporting the youth in the Bridge program , such as United Methodist Women 's units , PTAs , and/or Kiwanis clubs .
Then suburban United Methodist
churches are recruited to interpret the
Bridge program throughout the annual
conference .
NATIONAL DIVISION
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Brian Fetterman is deputy general

THE NATIONAL
DIVISION CARES

secretary, National Program Division .
For information or numbers not
listed contact Jane Brice-Briddell.
General Board of Global Ministries ,
475 Riverside Drive, New York , NY
10115 , Phone (212) 870-3922 .
Architecture

Roger Patterson ..... (212)870-3868
Children & Youth

Sandra Swans ........................ 3844

s the country seeks new
ways to face the challenges of the day, the
National Division is
playing a critical role in
the recently established Council of Bishops' National Initiative on Substance
Abuse. Early in the development of the
initiative, division staff produced a major
document detailing conditions affecting urban ministries in 51 cities. The
conduit for this vital information was
the Metropolitan Ministries Network,
whjch links urban church leaders around
the country.
Similar networking relationships
have been fostered across the country by
National Division. The networks unjte
people and churches in caring for others. The Town and Country Ministries
Network works for embattled family
farmers and rural communities. Racial/
ethnic minority churches are organized
into associations designed to learn from
each other and enrich the larger church.
The division focuses special attention on developing Native American
urban churches, and strengthens the
church's response to the burgeoning
Asian-American church.
Much of National Division 's work
is carried forward by a vast panorama of
mission personnel . Some 350 "dome tic missionaries" guide programs, administer institutions, and serve congregations as deacones es, local pastors,
church and community workers, volunteers and in other roles. A range of internship programs gives youth the

rl}!J NATIONAL DIVISION

Church & Community Workers
Elaine Barnes ......................... 3 819
Church Loans
Mary Hicks Good .................. 3865
Community Centers

Lula Garett ............................ 384 3
Community Developers

Ruth Lawson .......................... 3821
Congregational Development.

Eli S. Rivera ........................... 3935

chance to witness and serve at home
and abroad .
Finally, the local church itself
counts on National Division for a range
of services: financial resources come by
way of divi ion loan , particularly
through the United Methodist Development Fund. Finance and Field Service
staff help churche rai e large sums
every year. The Architecture Office
designs, renovate and bu ilds churches.
Other taff help church leaders find new
ways to revitalize and develop theirministrie . From divi ion effort , ome 200
new churche were started la t year with
twice that number expected thi year.
In the e way and other too numerou to mention, the National Division how there' no end to its caring.

Racial-Ethnic Local Church
Eli S. Rivera ........................... 3935
Families in Crisis
Peggy Halsey .......................... 3833
Finance & Field Service
Fletcher Carter ...................... 3837
Joyce Wilkerson .................... 3838
Immigration Issues/Refugees
Conrado Soltero .................... 3828
Institutions
Lula Garrett ........................... 3843
Missionaries, National
Betty Letzig ............................ 3850
Racial-Ethnic Mirustries
African American
Ruth Lawson .......................... 3821
Asian
Moses Lee ............................... 3829
Hisparuc
Conrado Soltero .................... 3828
Native American
Cynthia Kent .......................... 3830
Substance Abuse, Council
of Bi hops' Initiative
Kim Jefferson ........................ 3832
Town & Country Mimstrie
Gladys Campbell ................... 3831
Unjted Methodjst Development Fund
Laurence Berry ...................... 3857
Urban Mini trie
Kim Jefferson ........................ 3832
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Stand for Truth:
Until South Africa Is Free
by Sherrie Boyens
It's been three seasons since I
participated in a Washington,
D.C . ecumenical d emonstration against apartheid and lobbied for extensive sanction s
against South Africa. Today, because of promised reforms and
the release of Nelson Mandela,
countries are considering lifting
their existent, limited sanctions. But apartheid is still the
practice in South Africa, and the
release of leaders into such a
government is a far cry from
freedom .
I held my breath when network news brought into my living room news of President F.
W. deKlerk's promised reforms .

I held m y breath because I
feared the announcem e nt
would result in lifting one of the
very things that pressured the
South African government to
make th e small conce ssio n s
they had. "Could people confuse reforms with freedom ?" I
asked myself. I know many will
chose to confuse the tw o. Reform s would not prevent the
Kapa Mtakas of South Africa
from being killed, tortured, or
missing.
Kapa Mtaka was a person I
got to know when I attended
that weekend demonstration
last June. As our diverse g oup
assembled for the rally at the

Was h ing to n Monument, we
were given the name of a person who had been murdered or
tor tured by government authorities for working to be free ,
or the person may be missing.
When I placed the name of Kapa Mtaka around my neck, I becam e that person 's keep er. I
didn't know whether this person was still alive. Wearing the
name made an eerie feelin g go
through m y bod y. My chest
tightened as I began to create
scenarios that might have ended his or her life or vanished the
person off the face of the earth .
What must it feel like to be a
10-yea r- o ld dragged out of

school-snatched from my seat
in front of terrified classmates
by grow n , uniformed men
armed with guns and hatred?
What must it feel like to be
placed in a straight, brown chair
under a hot, yellow light, hearing my heart pound and the
sweat softly oozing from m y
armpits? My mouth dry? My
legs like single sheets of rolled
waxed paper? Stop, mind! Stop!
To sit in that chair for hours
having questions asked at me,
yelled at me that I cannot or
dare not answer. "It's time for
me to do my homework," Kapa
thinks. "Supper must be on the
table . Is m y mother here? Is she

Th e Rev . Allnn Boesnk, n pro111ine11 t figure for the liberntio11 of
Sou th Africans, ridirnled n poll
conducted b11 the W/1ite Sou th
African Chamber of Co111111erce
that snid 80 percent of Black
South Africans don 't fnvor
sa nctions. He wnrned, "Don't
be foo led by fn lse polls nnd fn lse
sympathy by hends of stnte. "
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looking for me? Is she crying?"
And then it was day. My legs
feel tight, tight like the skin was
pinched together in places .
Then I remembered the cigarette butts eating into my flesh
making parts of my leg disappear into brown vanishing circles. Was this what Kapa Mtaka
had experienced?
On the day that I became lost
in troubled reverie, no network
cameras were there to survey
the assembly of Muslims, Jews,
African Methodists, Lutheran,
Presbyterians, United Methodists , Catholics , Christian
Methodists and many other religious groups whose identity

For a few hours we put
our religious , racial, age
a11rl cla · differences
aside to unite in solidarity with South Africans
fig hting for freedom .

As we held up the names of our South
African brothers and sisters and other
ba1111ers in fro nt of the United States
Captiol, no one was there to notice.

was not spelled out. Network
anchors didn't tell the nation
that for a few hours we had put
our religious differences aside
to unite in solidarity with South
Africans fighting for freedom.
Each person at the demonstration had met someone that
day. Maybe the name they had
worn was a pregnant woman
whose baby had been beaten
out of her body, or a man who
had gone into shock as the organ of his maleness was cut
away. Maybe the person the
demonstrator got to know was
old, too old to run when the
police dogs were let loose.
As I watched "Nelson and
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Winnie strolling hand in hand"
down the streets of Soweto
days after deKlerk's announcement, I wondered how many at
that moment were being arrested, beaten, or killed . This is not
the kind of news any government wants broadcast over international airwaves, so I would
never know. Then m y mind
went back again to the weekend
in Washington when we stood
on the sidewalk, 3,000 strong,
faci ng a line of D. C. police who
did not seem to be particularly
concerned about us one way or
another. My brothers and sisters in South Africa, even as Mr.
Mandela was released from
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The rally was sponsored by the South
Africa Crisis Coordinating Committee. The committee is affiliated with
the Na tional Cou ncil of Churches,
USA.

prison, have their protest met
with billy clubs and kicks and
dog bites; with arrest and torture and slayings.
Heavily, like a baby falling
out of her mother's bed onto a
hardwood floor, good n ~s
turned into bad . South Africa 'i$
still not free. I knew we must
commit to the theme proclaimed last June : we must continue to "stand for truth until
South Africa is free " for the sake
of the Kapa Mtakas of tomorrow and because we are God's
foot soldiers. D

1 didn 't want to take Kapa Mtaka's name
from around my neck when the rally was
over, so I wore the name back home to
New Jersey. It was late at night before I
could lift the name off my person , but
then I wouldn 't place it any fa rther than
111y bedroom wall, so that daily, when I
awoke, I would be reminded of Kapa and
all people who fight to be free.

Sherrie Boyens is in terim managing editor of New World Outlook.
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by J. Harry Haines

Asian Rural Institute (ARI) is an
ecumenical, international rural
training school, 100 miles north
of Tokyo. ARI is funded in part
by the church in Japan, Christian councils, and churches and
individuals around the world .
The institute was founded 15
years ago at Nishinasuno as
successor to an earlier institution in 1962, which was an extension of the United Church of
Japan's rural theological seminary at Tsurukawa, outside Tokyo. It has now over 500 graduates in 38 countries. Many grad-
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uates go back to start quiet
revolutions-to increase and in
some cases double food production, and to introduce new approaches to rural life .
The institute invites churches
in economically underdeveloped and developing countries
and overseas voluntary agencies to send outstanding rural,
community development leaders and pastors for nine months
of intensive training in a wide
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range of food production methods . These include rice, wheat
and vegetable production; pig,
goat, poultry farming; fish production; honey production; and
organic farming.
The school has 15 1/2 acres of
land and is 90 percent self-sufficient in food for its community
of 65 people . Its surplus production is sold to the public . No
chemical fertilizer and little insecticide is used. The emphasis
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Toshihiro Takami is the founder of the institute . The school has 15 112 acres of land and is 90 percent
self-sufficient in food for its community of 65 people.

is on organic farming. The key
rnottos are "Learn by doing"
and "That we may live together."
The question is often asked,
"Why is Asian Rural Institute
located in the most expensive
country in the world?" Rice in
the United States of America
sells at $180 at ton; in Japan rice
sells for $2, 100 a ton, one apple
costs a dollar, meat $12 to $20
per pound. The return on sales

of products allows ARI to be 90
percent self-sufficient in food
for its community, and with a
surplus at times.
Although 85 percent of the
farmers in Japan are part-time
farmers, their agricultural technology is quite advanced. Farmers there have very high yields.
The average size of the farm is
two acres . Successful farmers
over a wide area warmly invite
ARI students to live with them

for a week or two and learn new
methods. Commercial food
processors offer their facilities
for training, which is very important. Some of the differences in culture and religion
surface from time to time .
Eighty-five percent of the students are Christian, but there
are Buddhist, Muslim and Hindu students. Once a week
Christians dialogue with men
and women of other faiths.
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Eighty-five percent of the
students are Christian, but
there are Buddhist, Muslim and
Hindu students. Once a week
they dialogue together
about their faith.
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churches' kindergartens, which
are legion . The Japanese
Church is largel y an urban
church, and the pastors' theological education overwhelmingly liberal, with little interest
in evangelism or church
growth .
There is one evangelical
church in the ARI area. Its worship is influenced by Billy Graham and Robert Schuler, and
e v en its music b y the Assemblies of God worship forms.
The church's pastor received
training by an American Bible
correspondence course . He attracts some of ARI' s younger
students largely through the
music played by a youth group.
The music consists of a portable
electronic ke y board harmonized with a piano, guitars,
and singers . The greatest problem is interpretation of the sermon because the interpreter
speaks limited English. The stu-

Christianity in Japan
Roman Cath olic Portuguese
m iss ionarie s came to Japan
nearly 400 years ago. Shortly
thereafter conversion followed;
in fact there was a greater percentage of Christians 300 years
ago than in 1988. Most of those
early Christians were exterminated by the authorities who
saw Christia nity as an invasion
of Western culture. Toda y less
than one percent of the Japanese people are Christian, in
contrast to nearby Korea where
30 percent are Christians with
some of the largest congregations in the world . The Christian faith has exploded in China
where there are 5000 churches
and 17 theological seminaries
t o da y. Th e re are no large
churches in Japan , average
seems to be congregations of
100 to 150 people.
The majority of the pastors
ea rn their support from the
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dent body is encouraged to attend church, but there is little
opportunity to participate because of the language barrier.
Dr. Toshihiro Takami is the
founder of institute . His worldwide circle of friends and supporters, and the graduates continue to undergird ARI with
their love, prayers, and financial aid .
The United Methodist Committee on Relief has from the
beginning supported ARI and
enabled the first African women to go to Japan. UMCOR continues to strongly affirm this
very special agricultural training center. 0
Dr. ]. Harry Haines, former associate
general secretary of United Methodist
Methodist Committee on Relief Progra m Departmen t, General Board of
Global Ministries , this past year returned from ishinasuno, Japan where
he served as a chaplain with the Asia
Rural Institute.
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Most White Americans
do not understand
why the faith of 800
million Muslims has
elicited very strong,
positive response from
so many African
Americans.

Christians and Muslims
(continued from page 19)
lah, and Muhammad is his
prophet -is not an exclusively
Muslim word at all. Nor does it
refer to an exclusively Muslim
God. "Allah is the Arabic word
for God, and is used not just
by Muslims but also by Arabic
Christians when they refer to
the God of Christian faith
who-as Muslims and Jews all
believe-is the same God they
worship.
11

11

/1

/1

The Prophet Muhammad
What about comparisons of
Muhammad and Jesus? Muhammad is often considered to
be "the founder of Islam." He
thought of himself, however,
not a an originator at all but as
one call d to continue the tradition of the prophets, uch as
Abraham and Job (neither of
whom was Jewi h a lth ough
both figure prominently in the
Old Testament) . Muhammad
did not start hi preaching career until he reached the age of
40 and had already been ubjected to con iderable Christian
and Jewi h influence. Arend
van Leeuwen, a historian of
world religion , ugge t in hi
treatment of I lam, that during
EW WORLD
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the initial stages of its development "there was nothing likely
to prevent the new movement
from being accepted as a peculiar version of Arabian Christianity." However, politics and
theology conspired to create divisions between those who responded to the prophet Muhammad and the establi hed
church leaders of the time . I lam quickly became a separate
movement, just as Christianity
(which had begun as a part of
Judaism) had quickly eparated
itself as well.
Since Muhammad did not
consider himself to be a founder
or the mes iah, I prefer to think
of the prophet Muhammad a
an I Jamie equivalent not of Jesu but of St. Paul. The apo tie
Paul aw him elf a having a
mi ion both to the Jew and
the Gentile . Muhammad believed he wa called b God to
bring the law and the Go pel to
the neglected people of Arabia .
Both Muhammad and Paul al
felt th y had a r p n ibilit t
reform what th
perc ived t
be the corrupt Chri tianity and
Judai m f th ir da . Paul at-

UTL OK MAR H-APRI L 19 0
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tacked the Gnostics and the lega lizers. Muhammad called
Christians and Jews awa from
the decadent version of their
faiths into which they had fallen
and back to what he belie ed
was the essential, imple core of
faith .
Mu lims claim that Muhammad is " the ea! of the prophets ."Christian wonder wh ,
after Jesu Chri t, any further
emi sary from God wa nece ary. Mu lim honor Je u of
azareth a one of the prophet
but they firm! reject an ugge tion of hi divinity. I there
an rea on wh Chri tian
could not honor Muhammad a
a great religiou teacher while
till not accepting him a "the
al"? I think ther i ro m for

of purH
lired on
Chri hi
They w
iow tha
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of purification and obedience
lived on the outer edges of the
Christian Byzantine Empire .
They were painfully aware of
how that empire used its political theology of the Trinity and of
the hierarchy to sanctify its imperial claim to ruling over
Arabs. The Byzantine Empire
was a sacralized empire in
which the symbol of the Pantocra tor ("All-ruling") Christ
played a key symbolic role. The
emperor was seen as the earthly
representative of God. The Islamic movement was not a revolt against the gospel-at least
as Muslims understood it-but
against the imperial Christianity they saw as its corruption.
Here perhaps Muhammad can
best be compared to Martin
Luther, who saw his task both
as reforming the church and as
liberating it from the imperial
domination of Rome.

Scrapping Siblings
The similarities between Christians and Muslims are striking
to anyone who studies them
both: the belief in one God and
in the equality of all peoples be-

fore that God; the call for fasting, for compassion to the poor,
for praying regularly, and for
making the pilgrimage .
Christians, Jews and Muslims are all the children of Abraham, and Hans Kung rightly
calls Christianity, Judaism and
Islam the "Abrahamic faiths ."
But, as all sisters and brothers
know , being children of the
same parent does not eliminate
friction. "Sibling rivalry" can be
intense. Jews understandably
resent it when Christians suggest that the coming of Jesus
Christ superseded the covenant
God had made with the people
of Israel and made Judaism into
a kind of historical anomaly.
Sometimes Christians have difficulty understanding this complaint. However, it is precisely
this apparent "superseding" of
Christianity by Islam that bothers many Christians (those, that
is, w ho trouble themselves to
look into the question at all).
This may be something on
which Christians and Muslims
must honestly disagree, but we
won' t know until we try harder
to understand .

Since the original split between imperial Christianity and
the Islamic reform , man y
events have occurred to deepen
the cleavage and increase the
hostilit y between th e t w o
groups. The surge of Muslim
conquest and settlements ,
which reached into Spain in the
late seventh and early eighth
centuries, created an image of
Muslims as fierce warriors. A
few centuries later Christendom responded with an analogous onslaught directed toward
the Islamic heartland, one that
we in the West refer to as the
"Crusades ."
Throughout these blood y
centuries, however, it should be
remembered that most of the
Christians and Muslims who
lived close to each other did so
in peace and in reciprocity.
In our modern period, the Islamic nations were once again
the object of Western conquest,
divided like booty by England
and France. Only in recent decades ha v e those co loni es
achieved their independen ce
and begun to rea ssert themselves , making con siderable
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guests of Pakistani immigrant
families and prayed with their
hosts in the local mosque. Britain is considerably ahead of the
United States in this "grassroots
dialogue" area. We in America
have another new frontier to explore: how to live in peace and
mutual respect with our newest
neighbors. We have much to
learn from each other.
I welcome the symbolic visit
of Prime Minister Bhutto as a
possible turning point in Christian-Muslim understanding. A
champion of democracy and
freedom , and an Islamic woman whose example is bound to
change the position of other
women in Muslim societies, she
represents a sign that we may
be on the threshold of a new
and positive stage in the long
interaction between these two
"scrapping siblings," each a
child of God/Allah . D

use of the vast amounts of oil,
which-in the view of many
Muslims-Allah thoughtfully
provided under the soil of his
faithful people!
After World War I relations
between Arabic lands and the
West improved. But the recent
outbreak of hostage taking and
the case of Salaman Rushdie
and The Satanic Verses mark our
own period as one in which
such relations seem to ~ave taken a downturn again . However,
the picture is not uniformly
bleak, and I personally find encouragement in a number of
hopeful signs . Here and there at
the local level throughout the
world, Christians and Muslims
are coming together for conversations and dialogues-for the
sharing of a meal and the exchanging of insights. On a recent visit to London, where
Muslims constitute a majority
in man y ne ighborhoods, a
young Christian woman told
me with genuine enthusiasm
about a church-sponsored visit
she and some of her friends had
made to a Muslim neighborhood . They stayed overnight as
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Dr. Harvey Cox is the Victor 5. Th omas professor of theology, Harvard Divinity School .
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A vast number of
Muslims do not want
to be thought of as
followers of the
Khomeini trend.
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Ronald Vallet presents in a
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material for preaching and
teaching on this difficult subject. No church leader or
congregation struggling for
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Eden Th eological Seminary
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to the life pilgrimage of Christians as stewards of God 's
grace; a creative resource for
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Drugs are
a problem
for everyone
nowadays.

Drug Mania
(continued from page 13)
project involving local congregations in a specific, well-defined geographical area, where
all of the religious, social and
political resources of that community can be marshaled to address the national crisis at a local level. "
Only A Beginning
Still, Bishop May is emphatic
when he stresses the "catalyst"
role of the initiative . He does
not pretend that his brief participation in this project will, by
itself, make a deep dent in the
drug situation. But, he and others believe it can be the beginning of a promising church wide
effort against drugs.
In some United Methodist
congregations, like that of Everett Stevenson, signi icant drug
ministries are already in place.
At Shaw United Methodist
Church, a weekly clinic at the
church, open to all, provides a
beginning for those on the road
to recovery. "We also sponsor
many seminars for the children," says Mr. Stevenson.
"Whether it's Boy Scouts, our
church school programs, visits
from the police, we're working
hard to educate our young people to stay away from these
deadly drugs in the first place."
Still, concedes Mr. Stevenson
and other area pastors, the lure
of the drug world is mighty
tempting for young people today, particularly when a teenager can often make as much as
$700 a week "running" drugs

Motiva

lcontini

startin1
workin:
For ca
more ti
sitestaJ
sive p
for dealers . The temptation for
disadvantaged inner-city children is particularly strong.
"The cure is in the church,"
sa y s Mr. Stevenson. Other
Washington-area pastors agree .
Rob MortonStout, pastor of
Bell's United Methodist Church
in Suitland, MD, just across the
border from Washington, says
that drug violence has wracked
his racially-mixed neighborhood as well . His congregation
intends to focus especially on
children, particularly those
"boarder babies" who are abancloned at birth by mothers with
severe drug addictions .
"There's a feeling among our
people that we can do something positive about preventing
drug abuse ... and that the root
problem of drugs includes a
lack of decent housing and social economic equality," says
MortonStout.
Manuel Tay, pastor of Congress Heights United Methodist
Church in Washington, agrees
that while drug-related violence
seems to be getting worse . The
area churches are increasingly
gearing up to help meet the
challenge.
Rev . Stevenson, acknowledging the indifference to
drugs on the part of man y
Americans who sa_y they' re un-
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affected, warns: "Some in the
church (and outside of the
church) say 'our young don't
use drugs ... that's not a problem for us.' But they have a lot
to learn, because drugs are a
problem for everyone nowadays."
Kinmoth Jefferson, executive
secretary for urban ministries
with the National Division,
General Board of Global Ministries, has been a key consultant
in helping develop the bishops'
drug initiative. Along with staff
from other GBGM program
units, Rev. Jefferson is funneling the board's expertise into
this churchwide initiative .
Rev. Jefferson says the bishops' program is an opportunity
for the entire United Methodist
system to unite around an urgent social problem , and to
challenge the "we-they" dynamic that characterizes society's approach to many problems .
"Drugs are not just an urban
problem," he says, echoing the
urban pastors. "It's a suburban
and rural thing, too. The problem is also a reflection of the
racism and social and economic
injustice that undergirds drug
use and other systemic social
ills as well. " D
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OFFS staff stresses the
three I's of mission
stewardship:
information,
inspiration, and
invitation.
Motivating to Give
(continued on page 17)
starting at three percent and
working down to 2.4 percent.
For campaigns that require
more than three weeks of onsite staff time during the intensive phase, a surcharge of
$2,500 per additional week is
imposed. Fees charged for conference, district, or United
Methodist-related institutional
fund-raising campaigns are
computed individually on a different scale.
Fees paid for services rendered are necessary, particularly in light of Office of Finance
and Field Service's attempt and
intention to be self-supporting.
But, as Joyce Wilkerson insists,
"We don't want local churches
to see the fee as the primary
motivation for the work of the
OFFS." Mission opportunity is
a stronger motivator for OFFS
than fee acquisition, and potential clients should not refrain
from seeking OFFS's help because they can't afford the fee.
Grants are available to help
churches unable to afford even
the modest OFFS fee.
Indeed, the Office of Finance
and Field Service is much like
the local churches it serves in its
determination to be self-supporting and mission-oriented.
The service exemplifies the very
stewardship lessons it inculcates in the churches. The fee
structure itself is related to an
overall concept of mission partnership. Fees paid by larger
churches help to defray the
costs of services rendered to

smaller churches that cannot afford to pay. Says assistant general secretary for congregational dev elopment, Eli Rivera ,
highlighting the overall mission
concept, "Larger churches need
to understand why the fee scale
is designed as it is and need to
be more aware of their missional relationship to smaller
churches , just as the OFFS
needs to be seen within the
whole organizational structure
and mission effort of the General Board of Global Ministries.
That is, the OFFS should be recognized as an important part of
the new church development
unit, which in turn is an integral
part of the National Division of
the GBGM.
In keeping with its mission
partnership role in serving the
whole church, the Office of Finance and Field Service has undertaken the ambitious task of
raising half of the $20 million to
be raised for the new Africa
University, which will be located in Zimbabwe but which will
draw students from throughout
the African continent. OFFS has
assumed responsibility for raising $10 million, and the other
$ 10 million will be raised
through local church apportionments. "The Africa University
campaign is exciting, says Mr.
Carter, "because it is a challenge
to United Methodist mission
understanding. Even as The
United Methodist Church is
challenged by other seemingly
overwhelming financial needs,
11

here is a need of special urgency
which must be met. United
Methodists are being invited to
recognize a special need within
the larger framework of need
and to respond accordingly.
A similar recognition is reflected in the fund-raising model developed by OFFS to assist
racial ethnic local churches to
increase their giving, utilize
their resources, and become
self-supporting. The model is
being applied this year in a Racial Ethnic Church Financial/
Stewardship Campaign in the
North Carolina Conference.
The Office of Finance and
Field Service is piloting and propelling the wider panorama of
partnership in mission. Mr.
Rivera observes, "The Office of
Finance and Field Service is an
example of what is really being
done out there by the General
Board of Global Ministries in
helping local churches at their
most basic, grassroots level.
11

11

D

11

fames R. McGraw is pastor of the Lexington United Methodist Church in
New York City and a contributing editor of New World Outlook.
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BOOK REVIEWS

United Methodist Bishop Leontine T. C. Kelly.

The book consists of interviews
and portraits of 75 African-American w omen who were "free to
dream and were often driven to fulfill their dreams." These women
are w ell-known for the most part;
some are politicians, activists, writers, performers and athletes . Some
are "firsts"-the first w oman or the
firs t Black to reach a certain plateau
or hold a certain office.
The book is the result of a twoyear project of Pulitzer Prize-winn ing pho t o-jo urnali s t , Brian
Lanker. Says Mr. Lanker, " It is the
result of my own growing awareness of the vast con tribution black
women have made to this country
and society, a contribution that still
seems to have gone largely unnoticed . As a photo-journalist, I fe lt
the need to preve nt these historical
lives from being forgotten . Many of
the women opened ' the d oors' and

I Dream A World: Portraits Of
Black Women Who Changed
America
Photographs and interviews by Brian Lanker
Edited by Barbara Summers
Stewart, Tabori and Chang , Inc.,
1989, pp. 167
$40 hardback. $25 paperback
Many friends with whom I have
spoken have given I Dream a World
as a gift. When people give this
publication, they have given more
than a book. They've given a piece
of history deliberately left out of
U.S. textbooks. They've given tried
and true philosophies that have
helped a race of people survive
against the odds . They' ve given
humor. Wisdom and insight. Spirituality. They have, in fact, passed
on a dream.
48
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man y advanced America through
the modern civil rights and women's movements. "
Among these women is the first,
African-American, female bishop
in The United Methodist Church,
Bishop Leontine T. C. Kelly, who
retired in 1988. Bishop Kelly says
that when she was a school teacher,
she felt she was in ministry. "I did
not enter the [ordained] ministry
until m y husband, a minister, died
in 1969. I had been a certified lay
speaker in the church for twelve
years."
Many of these women's stories
are also the stories of AfricanAmerican women throughout the
United States. "How we got over"
[a line from a Negro spiritual] is
rooted in a deep-rooted spirituality. Many African-Americans have
in common similar role models and
have experienced the same kind of
degradation and inspiration
shared on the pages of this book,
and they, too, can still laugh and
still dream and still realize dreams.
I laughed as I read Willie Mae
Ford Smith, gospel singer and National Heritage Fellowship awardee, tell that as a child, when her
mother sang "The Lonely Jesus,"
she'd sing the song for the adults.
But what she thought her mother
had sung was "The long-leg Jesus ." How many young children
have misheard the lyrics but still
felt the music!
As an African-Am erican woman
w ho has spent more than half my
life in the South and some 15 years
a ll t og ether in th e N o rth a nd
No rth east, I kno w the truth in
what Charlayne Hunter-Gault, one
of two students who desegregated
the University of Georgia in 1961,
says: "People have been lyi ng in
the No rth about race relations as
long as I've been here. I haven' t
seen that many integrated schools,
and ye t I have seen a lot that are as
segregated as the one I went to."
She talks about some of the negative by-products of integration, a
common but seldom voiced observa tion among Afri can-Americans:
"It has helped to d ilute some of the
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Dr. Gloria Scott, president of
United Methodist-related
Bennett College.

institutions where we have had
this tremendous reservoir of confidence-building and strength-the
black colleges, the churches, the
family."
Althea T. L. Simmons, chief congressional lobbyist of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People re-visits 1964,
the year of the passage of the Civil
Rights Act with the public accommodations section. She was in a
group that went to Mississippi "to
help people learn to use the law. "
"I stayed in a motel where the windows went all the way down to the
floor and I was terrified. I put a
chair on the bed next to the window, then my luggage and then
another chair. Then I got on the
edge of that other bed and had one
hand on the floor and one hip on
the bed . That's how I slept. But we
knew that if some of us didn' t go
down there and stay in those motels and go to those eating places,
the folk who were there would be
loath to go because of the hostility."
Internationally renown dancer
Katherine Durham comments on
break dancing: "I think that break
dancing grew out of a need on the
part of street youth to express
themselves physically. It's almost
like overcoming gravity, overcoming all the obstacles. "

Bertha Knox Gilkey, the president of the Cochran Tenant Management Corporation in St. Louis,
MO and founder and president of
Urban Women Inc., says, "The one
thing I learned real quick, once I
took off my rebel clothes, was that
there is big money in poor folk s.
There's millions of people that benefit. They eat because I' m poor.
They never want to eliminate poverty. They just want to control it.
The day they eliminate poverty,
they go out of business ."
Th ere are numerou s quotable
quotes in this book. Gloria Dean
Randle Scott, president of United
Methodist-related Bennett College
thinks "white children ought to
have a healthy exposure to black
people in leadership and adult
roles, too ." Ma ya An gelou , renown author, points out: "There's
a world of difference between truth
and fa cts. Facts can obscure the
truth ."
Actress Ruby Dee comes at marriage from a diffe rent viewpoint:
"Marriage is a process. The wedding is the event. It takes a long
time to be really married . One marries many times at man y levels
within a marriage. If you h ave
more marriages than you have divo rces within the marriage, yo u're
lucky and you stick it out. "

On the political scene, Maxine
Waters, a representative of the Califo rnia State Assembly, tells us that
" . .. you must not give u p your
beliefs in order to simply have people like you ." Jewell Jackson McCabe, president of the National Coalition of 100 Black Wo men observes that " Jack people are the
only segment in American society
that is defined by its weakest elements."
Many entertainers ap pear on the
pages of I Dream a World. Perfo rmer
Lena Horne talks about her life and
shares one lesson learned : "Don' t
be afraid to feel angry or as loving
as you can, because when you fee l
nothing, it's ju st death ."
One of the many spiritual messages I took away with me upon
closing the pages of I Dream a World
came from Janet Collins, prima ballerina. She says she's used every
gift God has ever given h er. "The
gift of love is the greatest. It's a
difficult thing, becau se there are
people I kn ow that I can' t stand .
But love doesn' t mean affection . It
mean s trea ting them justly even
w hen they are terrible people. That
takes a bit of doing and a awful Jot
of grace ."

Sherrie Boyens is interim managing editor of New World Outlook .
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A Missionary Pilgrimage
By Charles W. Ranson
William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1989 .
$14.95

ever came to be at Drew Theological Seminary in Madison, New Jersey. In any event, his time at Drew
was not terribly cherished or happy as he became a part of the controversy in 1965 between the interests of the theological school and
the university. Even so, h e left
Drew, he claims, with no bitterness
toward colleagues, on ly sorrow
that the students were not better
served during that time .
Other passages of deep sorrow
in his life were the deaths of two
wives and a grown daughter. "Our
close-kni t fami ly circle had been
shattered . .. life would never be
the same again. We sorrowed, but
not as those without hope. "
For those who look with interest
on the World Council of Churches
"20th-century flow chart" with its
converging paths and city sign
posts, this book will provide added
insight to the twists and turns of
the paths and the excitement or tedium of the great city meetings. He
reveals clerihews, for instance ,
written in Whitby. (Whitby, Canada,
was the site in 1947 of a major
markable," and "friend ." These
International
Missionary Council
feelings for all he met are perhaps a
meeting
for
which
Ranson degreat part of the reason his missigned
the
program.
)
Clerihews,
sionar y pilgrimage was itself outthe
dictionar
y
informs
me,
are hustanding and remarkable .
morous
four
line
rhymes.
I
find it
He recoun ts one exception howcomforting
that
the
authors
of
ever-his brief time at Drew Unigreat
theological
tomes
were
also
versity. For me the reading of this
book was in part a sort of mystery capable of producing good clerinovel. The mystery being how an hews!
The book reveals that Ranson
Irish-Methodist India missionary
him self did much to guide the
world church along the paths of the
World Council "flow chart. " The
directions he chose in his life-long
effort were informed by deep respect for all cultures, a realization
of colonialism's demonic power,
even in the church, and an ultimate
regard for ministr y in the local
church with its opportunities for
Christian service in a community
and for the informed proclamation
of the Gospel. To help pastors everywhere be better informed, Ranson created the Theological Education Fund, one of his major accomplishments, and a major blessing to
the world church .
As you ma y guess, I did enjoy
reading this book a I think will
anyone w ho is particularly intere ted in the ecumenical high roads
and detours of mi ion in thi centur y. I particular! enjo ed the
book since 25 year after Ran on

This autobiograph y of Charles
Ranson, alas, proved to be complete since Ranson died at the age
of 85 in January 1988, just a few
months after he finished the writing. Lesslie Newbigin provides a
foreword to the book that offers
praise and summation for a life that
served the world church with distinction .
Indeed hundreds of other eminent leaders of the world church
would, I am sure, have been happy
to help introduce the reader to Ranson's life, for his international ministry touched the lives of many,
both towering ecumenists like himself and, more to the point, others
who did not travel far or preach to
multitudes .
Although his role as church bureaucrat condemned him to endless meetings, he was fond of the
phrase "Real life is meeting-not
meetings. " His autobiography is a
vast recounting of meeting people-a six yea r old child, literally
chained to his work; the Viceroy
(British head of state) of India; John
D. Rockefeller, Jr.; and "guerrilla "
independence fighters in Indonesia . All these people are spoken of
as : "cherished ," "outstanding,"
"with astonishing facility," " re-
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was a m1ss1onary in India, I too
went to India as a Methodist missionary. There was, of course, vast
differences in our experience. In
fact, I realize that much of the best
in missionary thinking and work
during my years in India had been
influenced or "invented" by people
like Charles W. Ranson . One other
difference, " .. . on my first night in
India , I (Ranson) unpacked m y
dinner jacket and appeared for dinner properly attired. " I (Galloway)
did not.

Gilbert Galloway was missionary of the
then Methodist Church in India from
1953-1966. He now works as Conference Relations and Special Projects director for the General Board of Global
Ministries , and has worked as staff for
the World Council of Churches.

Castro, The Blacks, And Africa

By Carlos Moore
Center for Afro-American Studies,
University of California , Los
Angeles
472 pp; $25.00
This book is essential for one to
understand how Cuba became involved in Africa. Some of us, with-

out documentation to support our States (his number one enemy) and
beliefs, have held that Fidel Cas- to cement alliances with Africa and
tro's involvement in Africa is not the entire Third World-all while
because of any special affection he denying the existence of racism in
possesses for Blacks but because he his own country. It has been this
wants to use Africa as a tool to sup- denial of racism that has guaranport his own grand designs for Cu- teed its survival in Cuba and even
ba .
South America where Blacks, in
But to understand Cuba's role in spite of their numerical majority in
Africa, one has to understand the some instances, as in Cuba and
race factor within Cuba and in Cu- Brazil, are among the most reban history. And that's what this pressed.
book is about. It examines this facMr. Moore, a seasoned journalist
tor and Cuban policies toward Afri- and an ethnologist who specializes
ca .
in the study of the impact of racial
Carlos Moore has written a fasci- and ethnic dynamics on national
nating comprehensive study of rac- and international politics, was
ism in socialist Cuba. The book is born in Cuba of Jamaican-Barbaprobably one of the most signifi- dian immigrant, working-class
cant, and certainly controversial, parents. He left Cuba in 1963, in
books on contemporary Cuba . exile, and now makes his home in
Though it has been easy for many the French West Indies . Currently
defenders of Cuba to admit that he divides his time between lecthere was racism in Cuba's past, tures at American campuses and
before the revolutionary victory in writing his next book, Growing Up
1959, it seems difficult for them to With the Revolution, a personal acadmit that there is racism in Cuba count of Castro's rise to power as
today. And that's Moore's central seen through the eyes of a black
theme: that racism is an inherent youngster in a small sugr-producpart of the histor y of Cuba.
ing town .
Mr. Moore, an Afro-Cuban, argues that Fidel Castro has made George M . Daniels was the Executive
race a key to his foreign policy, Editor of New World Outlook. He
used race to embarrass the United retired in 1989.

Invest in a
Covenant
Relationship
Returns begin
i0101ediately!
More and more United Methodist churches are
finding the Advance Covenant relationship an
enriching one. A church in a covenant relationship grows in understanding of a partner
church and its ministries, while gaining
knowledge about the people and culture
where the missionary serves.
The church provides an annual gift of $3.00
per member for churches with fewer than 333
members; $1,000 annually for churches with
more members. In return, missionaries in this

relationship share letters, and, when on home
assignment, share experiences during itineration at local, district and conference events.
For more information about an Advance
Covenant. write or call:
The Advance Office, Room 1316
General Board of Global Ministries
4 75 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-3797
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Q&A ABOUT MISSIONS
Faye Wilson-Beach

Q

What are some of the crucial
mission issues in the United States?

A Mission in the United States is
not just carried out under the work
of the National Division of the General Board of Global Ministries but
also in the work of every annual
conference, district and local
church . The division, working in
conjunction with these entities,
has identified several key needs to
which The United Methodist
Church as a whole is being called to
respond.
The greatest need is a renewed
response to carrying out the mandate of evangelism so that the
name of Jesus is proclaimed and
that persons will respond in commitment and discipleship. As a result, new churches will be started
and others revitalized .
Other needs include those of
children and youth, rural churches
and mission personnel. The need
for ethnic minority leadership, especially among Native American
people, is also a priority concern.

Q

What are the issues affecting
rural churches?

A Economic survival is a pressing
issue. The loss of famil y farms not
only affects the families directly,
but man y other supporting businesses such as farm equipment
suppliers, grocery stores , and
grain marketers. The United
Methodist Church is still a rural denomination with more than 25,000
of its 37,000 congregations existing
in population areas with fewer
than 10,000 people. Therefore, any
threat to rural churches and rural
areas has a direct impact on the life
of The United Methodist Church.

Q

What are the ways people can
serve as missionaries in the United
States?

Q

What exactly is the Children
and Youth in Jeopardy Initiative?
A In 1988 the National Division
began to focu s their energies on
one of the largest blights on our
country-children and youth in
jeopardy. Approximately 13 million children, or one of every five
children, in the United States lives
below the federal poverty level.
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The gravity of this situation led
the division to develop a program
that would provide funding to local-based projects providing comprehensive services to and with
children and youth. This includes
afterschool, day care, teen parenting, and drug abuse prevention
programs.

A The recruitment and support
of our U.S. missionaries is of crucial concern right now. Church and
community workers are a cadre of
missionaries who enable churches
to be more responsive to the needs
of the communities in which they
are based . For instance, they have
helped churches develop needed
community ministries such as hos-
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pice care and shelters for battered
women.
The Black Community Developers program, launched in 1968, was
designed as a way for church workers to be a catalyst for the self-empowerment of African-American
communities. That program led to
the development of the Indigenous
Community Developers program,
which serves the Hispanic, AsianAmerican and Native American
communities. The emphasis continues to be on equipping current
and future community residents
for participation in social, civic,
church and political life.
Deaconesses throughout their
100-year history have provided
leadership-administration and
teaching-for church schools,
community centers, hospitals and
homes. Women who respond to
this unique calling of ministry and
service find many ways in which to
serve the church in the United
States.
Young people have specific ways
they may serve, too . A summer intern experience enables college students to begin to understand the
call of discipleship, witness and
service in various areas, from summer camp to farm labor organizing.
US-2s serve for two years in similar
areas, including community centers, afterschool programs, counseling, and recreation programs.
Mission interns (who serve for
three years) end their period of
service with a 16-month assignment in the United States; thus
they are able to link their overseas
work experiences directly with the
mission needs of people in the
United States.

Making Mission

Dreams
Come True
by James R. McGraw

In a day when realism and the
depiction of life in the raw define the intention of most films ,
the movie Field of Dreams seems
determined to defy contemporary Hollywood convention by
offering a vision and a suggestion of life as it can and should
be .
Based on the 1982 novel Shoeless foe, the film begins with a
voice heard and a dream envisioned by an insurance sales.man-turn ed-Iow a-farmer
named Ray Kinsella. The voice
was as clear as that of a ballpark
announcer, and it said, "If you
build it, he will come ." Ray instinctively knew what the voice
was saying. The "it" was a baseball diamond, constructed right
in the middle of his Iowa cornfields. The "he" was Shoeless
Joe Jackson, now dead for more
than three decades, one of the
eight Chicago White Sox players suspended from baseball for
life for acting in collusion wit
gamblers to throw he 19
World Series. Non theless ,
Ray's ather v·, wee\ hoeless
1
Joe as misun
to . h,ero of
I

the game. Subsequently, Ray
grew up idolizing Shoeless Joe.
It was foolhard y for Ray to
obey the voice and enact the vision . His farm always operated
on the brink of bankruptcy.
Clearing the land necessary for
a baseball field, thereby losing
its crop-producing income,
would surely result in Ra y's
having to give up the farm. But
Ray followed the voice and the
vision, transforming his cornfield into a baseball diamond,
complete with bleachers and
lights.
One night Shoeless Joe did
appear, just as he was in the
prime of his playing career. He
stayed upon the field of dreams
for only a short w hil , but asked
permi ssion to c
e again,
bringing s me fr ends with
him . Just be re he i is<W,peared

11

,r.-t

··:7'

into the cornfield beyond center
field from whence h e came,
Shoeless Joe turned back to survey the baseball diamond wi th
reverence and asked, "Is this
hea ve n? " Ra y Kinsella answered, "It's Iowa."
Film critics are less-equipped
to truly understand and appreciate the movie than is the author of the New Testament Letter to the Hebrews. Indeed, his
words read like a review of the
film: "Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the
conviction of things not seen.
.. . For people who speak thus
make it clear that they are seeking a homeland ... they desire a
better country, that is, a heavenly one ... . Therefore, since
we are surrounded by so great a
cloud of witness, let us also lay
aside ever y weight, and sin
hich clings so closely, and let
s r n with perseverance the
e that is set before us, lookJesu ~She pi eer and per- .
. ;I

I

I

JIwith faith we

fecter of our faith ... . " (Hebrews 11:1,14,16;12:1-2)
The voice spoke to Ray again.
"Ease his pain, " it said, and later, "Go the distance." Obeying
the voice became Ray's special
mission, taking him to Boston
and Minnesota. His mission
partner along the way was Terrence Mann, an influential African-American writer from the
1960s. Mann had become both
disillusioned and burned-out
and was living a life of solitude,
far removed from his former
arena of social influence. Like
Ray, Terrence Mann had both
the eyes of faith and the will to
believe.
Returning to Iowa, Ray, his
family, and Terrence Mann sat
in the bleachers to watch a special game . Shoeless Joe had
brought even more baseball heroes from days long gone . But
even amidst the ecstasy of the
dream game, thoughts of foreclosure and the imminent possibility of losing the farm were
near at hand . The harsh realities
of the real world circumscribed
the field of dreams. Suddenly
Terrence Mann exclaims, "I've
had a dream. I know how
things are going to turn out."
"Listen!" Mann continued,
"It will be like this. The people
who come here will be drawn .
. . . People will decide to holiday
in the Midwest for reasons they
can't fathom or express . . . .
They'll slow down when they
see your house, Ray... . They'll
turn up your driveway, not
knowing for sure why they're
54
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doing it, and arrive at your
door, innocent as children,
longing for the gentility of the
past . . . . 'Of course, we don't
mind if you look around,' you'll
say. 'It's only $20 per person.'
And they'll pass over the money without even looking at itfor it is money they have and
peace they lack. ... " The people arrive, trying to rediscover
and restore what is best, what is
lost, what is most fantastic and
yet most real within themselves-searching for heaven,
you might say.
With faith we perceive what
is invisible to the naked eye but
is nonetheless present in potential and real in hope. With faith
we look upon the streets of our
cities and the wildernesses of
the world and perceive a different reality than that which is
visible to those who do not
know God's assurance. With
faith we see hope in the midst of
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despair, and visions fulfilled in
the midst of dreams destroyed.
The eyes of faith do not only
see a clutter of broken bodies
and wasted, discarded lives,
homeless and hopeless, destroyed by crack and addled by
addiction, rampaging youth or
refugees displaced by the ravages of war or the rages of tyrants. The eyes of faith look upon each and all of these and see
that which is invisible to all but
their Creator. They see the image of God-dormant in potential and latent in possibility,
struggling for realization and
release.
What the eyes of faith behold,
the ears of faith instruct. A voice
echoes above our mission field
of dreams saying, "Ease the
pain. Feed the hungry, clothe
the naked, heal the sick, and
embrace the outcast; for inasmuch as you do it unto any one
of these, you do it unto me."
Therefore, let us go the distance like Ray Kinsella, and let
us look to Jesus our example
and Lord. Let us ease the pain
of others by enduring it with
them, building the plots of
God's kingdom on earth. If we
build it, Jesus will come . So also
will the people, echoing Shoeless Joe's question, "Is this
heaven?" To which we will answer, "It's the church in mission ." D
fam es R. McGraw is pastor of Lexington United Methodist Church in New
York City and a contributing editor of
New World Outlook. D
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Send for the new catalog for
help in program planning
throughout the year. Resources include mission study
materials, maps, posters, brochures. videos and slide sets,
Spanish and Korean language
materials , magazines and
books.
Order the new catalog today to
get a headstart on reading
about the variety of both free
and sale mission materials in
stock at the Service Center.
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Since be relies on us,
can we rely on you?
.National m ission requires time, energy
and commitment Across the United
States, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,
community centers, health and child care
ministries, colleges, and women's ministries, including residences, provide valuable programs and services. National mission personnel often staff these programs

and address other vital rural and urban
issues as well, such as immigration, cri
nal justice, community economic development and congregational development
Through your support as a United Methodist, children like the one shown here
are able to face a brighter, healthier
future.

NATIONALMISSION:

For more information about
the national mission work of
The United Methodist Church,
call (212) 870-3922.
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